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D.

STEWART,

ee to crystallize anew according to their

Publishe

several affinities.—Somé of the preaching
might be of the kind over which Raul re-

r.

To whom all letters on business, remittances ot
money, &c., should be sent. ~ All communications
designed
for
publication should be addressed to the

joiced,only because it was better thar nbne,
the preaching ‘‘from envy and contention,” but that from good will also would
become far more aggressive and successful.

- Pied for p

Terms:
$3.00 per year;
VANCE, $2.50

or If paid strictly IN AD-

REMITTANCES ust be made in money or-

ders,

bank
checks
or drafts, if possible. When
neither of these can be procured, send the money
registered letter, All Postmasters are obliged in to5
register letters whenever requested to do go.
oneys thus sent will beat our risk. Otherwise
they will be at the risk of those sending them.
e regular char es for money orders, bank
checks, and Post O ice money orders
be dema
ducted from v the amoiint Ane, when thus gent.
Agents
are pdrticularly requested to make their remittances
as large as possible and thus save expenses,
Papers are forwarded until an explicit order is
received by the Publisher for their
isconfi
and until payment of all arrearagesis made nuance,
as required by law.
Each subscriber 1s particularly requested to note
the date on the label for the expiration of his snb) and to forward what is due for the ensuin g
scription,
year, wit out further reminder from this ofiice,

NEWSPAPER DECISIONS.
1. Any person who takes a newspaper regulirly
from the post-oMce—whether directed to his name or
another’s, or whether he has subscribed or not—i %

responsible for the payment.
2. Ifa person orders his
aper discontinued, he
must
pay all-arrearages,
or t ie publisher may con-

tinue

to send it until payineutis made, and collec the
whole amount, whet. er the paper is taken fromthe

office or not.

8. The courts have decided that refusing to fake
newspapers aud periodicals from’
the post-office, or
removing and leaving them uncalled for, is‘prim
a
facie evidence of intentional frand,

Last Sabbath public worship was omitted
| to make room for
election, an election

Gage and: Mrs
' Elizabet
. h Cady Stanton.
We can only name some of the leading feat- |
ures, during this session, Mrs, Stanton,

ee

will now be selected by

| byters acting for the churches.

the

pres-

They"

will

also elect from among their number, representatives to the various synods, and. these

only

that

a majority

of

the

here to be a strange enigma;

fully eagerto make

3

election

and

proselytes.

reasons for such an opinion

- that they maintain
ing

Lift a little! lift a little!
Many they who need thine aid
3

in

and

I take

a weekly

attempt

to

be,

prayer meet-

a Sabbath

school,

and

min

power of the principle that unites and’ animates, than if they were all clothed in the
same color and every banner bore the same
device, Itwillbe all the more dpparent
because of the outward

diversity, that

Co-operative unity is not accidental
sults from an inward principle.
The wide

divergences

in the national

protestapt

Europe, aftord evidence

that

that

s,

Dr.

Burns

and

September last.

Spurgeon,

in

B: F. H.

é»

in some"

cause they were afraid.

D. C., Jan, 28, 1874.
CONVENTIONS,

the

incessant’

elatter

of faultfinders,

other obliged to'sutrender; without

the

the re-

deeming quality of patriotism, manly’. vigor,
or popular favor

to give

his resignation

interest the National Suffrage Convention
in Lincoln

Hall.

‘Miss Anthony, President of the Associa-

tion, read the call for the Convention.

This.

of Christianity, and it does not appear how lady shows the touch of time's finger, but
they would be more so, or: why there still shows her determined bravery, by

| would not.be

Chronicle, Judge Underwood, and John
Stuart Miil.
We should like here to speak of the late
Mr. Morris. . The remembrance of his noble
virtue, his lofty patriotism, his

devotion

C. Tator, of California, made a speech, ‘and

Mrs. Frances Ellen Burr, of ‘Conn, réad

letter from lawyer

of interest. Mrs, Stanton dined with Gen.
John Cochrane on Christmas day, and from
him ‘learned that the Libera} party were

considering the question of woman suffrage
as the battle cry of the next onward rove-

ment of that party.

note of a policy.

Here we have the key:

Not until defeat threateed

the Federal

government was emancipation, proclaimed.

Not until some waning cause lacked: politi-

cal support, and some defeated partisan desired the power of colored votes, was a
Civil-Rights bill presented. When selfish
men would become dominant ‘in power,

then, and not till then, will woman have
her rights. Immunities proffered for such
greed ought
Yo be
trampled
under
foot by every indignant woman,
Why can

not mortals do right for the sake of the

right, oncen

things,” miuch that is mere

®
A
gr.
L

© greatest works that have

been

done

The hundreils

not often do much, the companies never

i it is the unities,just the single individuals, that, after all, are the power and the

let every woman

a

was fo

get her ballot into the box

Prejudiceor pernicious error is preserved whenever they
could get a judge to receive
2nd earrfed forward from generation
to it, andif no judge would take .their ballot
generation, much that would be cast out or let them
march in solid ‘phalanx to the polls,
Worn away by the freer actiop—the
fric- and demand their rights. Again, that every.
ton'if you p
e—of a diversity of .organ- woman who owns
a dollar's worth of propi Zatio
A ns, "such as every where naturally. erty shall’
refuse to pay taxes yutfl, her
irises where the church fs Separate
from right is assured,
Sh
:
the state, and ‘independent ‘bf
the dictates
During'the morning session there were
of civi) power. I can not doubt that far elegant address
es from Mrs, Sara 1. Spen:

Se

wi

>

In half

Colonization Society

of the

held here

4

CUBAN AFFAIRS,

the time it took to reach the distance they

—PP B—

hitve been done by the ones.

AY

heads toward] the snip.

Bessie BEECH,

« Individual Power.

Had traveled from the Polaris, the
eager
dogs pulled up beside the hull,
Around the horizon then there were
murky. clouds, assembling, and the atmosphere felt ‘misty and bleak. Within an
hour after the barking of the sagacious an| imals, the ice had been broken up; ‘and the
| Polaris was separated from it hy a storm
y

Advices from St. Thomas of the 4th inst.

report that General Rivera, late Captain
general of Porto Rico, has sailed for Spain,
and General Sanz, his successor, has entered upon liis ‘duties. - It #8 reported that

three brothers of ex-Presifent Baez are im--

young woman ,or some. young man tention of urging on the dogs,
and keeping grants,and ordéring agencies to be establishe
who is the very life of it. | Take any church up the sport until moonlig
ht, few - of them ed abroad for their information +, ‘The inten—there are multitades in it, but it is sme would have survived the excursi
dente has published 4 draft of a law-requiron.

two or three that do

préachers who stirred up the churches, there

ing one-fourth of all the custom duties tobe

*--O-0-&
* ++

is, after $1,

Hall has refused \ several ‘applications for
American passports made by persons unen-

——

A MEMORIAL TO AGASSIZ,

>

- Several of the friends and admirers “of titled to them,
Prof. Agassiz. met in Boston Friday night

fhe

1

--O-+-&
>

Washi
ngton
Correspondence.
.
i
WASHINGTON, D. C., Feb, 11, 1874,

Robert C." Winthrop,
Theodore Lyman,
Oliver-Wendell Holmes, Ralph Waldo Em-

FINANCIAL,

:

the grand thing. A man alone can do more
"As the business of Congress progresses And
than a man with fifty men at his heels to erson, and others,
time
elapses, financial. opinions and theories take
and it was decided to
form and are urged with more or less vehemence; fetter him. Committees are very seldom of let the memori
al take the shape of a still,
it is doubtful whether
mugh se ; and bodies and societies some- thorough endowm
ent of the Agassiz Mu- tion of the vexed problem any satisfactory soluwill be reached for
times are at a loss of

strength instead of a seum at Cambridge, and a committee
was sometime to come. The eastern members, espegai: Tt is said ‘that if Noah’s ark had had to chosen to
cially those from ‘the money centers, ate steads
raise $300,000 for that purpose.
be Belt by a company, they would not have
fastly opposed to any projects which contemplate
HUNGER IN NEW YORK.
inflation, or to any measures which will add to
laidthe keel yet; and it is perhaps true. { .One
whole page of a New
York daily the volume of currency any
Thdre is scarcely anything done by a body ;
considerable amount.
was lately devoted to the statement of One. among. the
many . and forcible arguments
it almost always
Mails; because what is actual cases
destitution and suffering of this class of Senators and Representatives is,
may
men’s business

neskaball.

the
the

is just ‘nobody’s

busi-

from

tion of Mexican Volunteers, a few surviv-

with knapsack and musket, but to review
the thinned ranks of veterans who still surs
vive theravages of time.5 The convention

by

the central door

unaceympanied,

that inflation will be sure

involuntary

grand
procure work.
Works of God fiust Ye aceomplished by Many heart-rending
particulars are given,
‘men. - Look back through all history. which it
seems as’ though that Christian
Whe delivered Israel from the Philistines ? city ought
to look ‘after at once,
=
It wh solitary Samson. ~ Who was it gathAN
EPISCOPAL CONVENTION.:
er
0’ people togethe

r to rout the Midii?
It was the oie, Gideon, who cried,
““thetword -of* thé Lord and of Gideon.”

- The.

their

Episcopalians of

annual

convention

Wisconsin

cial crisis more depressing and more disastro
us
than any which has yet occurred. It is estimated

that there

some

six

were

they

is now, in

thousand

in running

an

incomplete

state,

miles of railroad, which,
order

to-day,

would not

pay, and that it will be many years before these

projected thor Mighfares will. pay even their run-

_ held

ning expenses,’ ' Cheap money, such as inflation will ‘provide, will Jinduce ‘speculators
last week, and when it came’
to
to the complete
was Bhamgar, with his ax-goad; or it was, choice of a Bishop to take the place of invested these railways, and then the millions |
in these undertakings
become dead
an
Equd who, with his dagger, put an end Bishop Armitage lately deceased, there was losses, -at “least for a series of will
yearsas the vast
scene.
Dr. De sums invested by Juy Cooke &'Co. in the Northcountry’s tyrant.” Separate -men— a very wmecclesiastical
Kovon was tho candidate, . against ‘whom ern Pacific are now, to all intents and
Da vis wich thetr stings Li
ln
purposes,
there were serious charges of extreme rit. engulfed beyond any hope of redemption. Moredone more than armies could accomplish,
over, it is contended by the anti-inflationists
ualism, bordering on Romahism.
0-0-0
that
++
Him

‘Wh@wds he that smote the enemy ?, It.

to

in

Milwaukee

~

the clergy nominated, when the laymen any considerable increase of the circulating medium will lead inevitably fo other
chimericalrefused emphatically to accept the nomina- schemes and
visionary projects of speculation
tion,
and
the convention™ finally adjourned which will be sure to end disastrou
The following legal points were estabsly, by inlished by the United States Supreme Court, without selecting a Bishop. Laymen have volvicg even many sound business operations,
so
that
when
the crash.comes, great loss and suf‘Washington, in the casé of the Walnut- not yet lost their influence.
fering must ensue.
These are some of-the regstreet Presbyterian church of Louisville,
THE INDIANS RAMPANT.
sons offored hy the non-inflationists
Kentucky: .
Reports from the Indian Territory an- tious men in Congress. It remainsand the caus.
:
3
to be seen’
1. The State (Kentycky) creating the nounce a general uprising of the
Indians, how much weight such views will have in detrustees of the church a body corporate, who are raiding in every direction, burai
termining results,
;
The prudent men, the old fogies, the
governed by the acknowledged rulers of and stealing property, and in many
conservacases tives, as they are
denominated, are not the mathe Présbyterian church, the trustees were murdering the citizens, Intelli
gence is re- jority, though there is much
ability and sound:
the mere nominal title-holders and custo- ceived of the massacre of Lieuten
ant Rob- argument found on their side in the contest.
The
dians of the church property.
inson and Corporal Colman, two army of- men representing the South
and West are to.2. That in the use of the property for ficers, and the greatest excitement
1a large extent in favor of an increase
prevails
of the cirall religious services or ecclesiastical pur- among the white citizens.
and should they combine, the
Measures have culating medium,
conservatives will be overslaughed, and
poses the trustees are under the control of been put forth for secur
inflation
ing military proteé- will become
the order of

Legal Points.

the Session.
; tion. Gen. Sherman
3. That by the constitution of the Pres- Sheridan to commence

byterian church the

Session,

eompoced

of

has

also

hostilities

the Indians at once.

ordered

against

the day. It is easier
under present circumstances, and in
full view of
the situation, to forecast this result
than any
other-solutionof the problem by the
pre-ent Con-

-

the pastors and elders, is the governing
gress,
A
LETTER
FROM
ATTORNEY-GENERAL
body.,
DISTRICT MATTERS.
;
:
‘
WILLIAMS.
After many attempts to find sendtors
4. That the trustees. hold possession of
who would”
Attorney-General Williams has written "consent
to serve on the joint select comnyi
the property, subject to the laws of the long letter to the senate
judiciary cem- appointed to investigate the alleged frauds ttee,
of our
Preshyterian church, and are liable to be mittee reviewing its investigation
made “district officers, the complement was reached on
removed - by the congregation for whom after his nomination as Chief
Justice. Mz. Tuesday, and Senators Boutweil, Thurman and
they hold the trust,
:
Williams complains with some warmth of Allison were appointed. The committee is now
full, and it may be hoped that, for the sake
6. That a portion of a particular church the methods of that
of
inquiry, of its secret the district,
the investigatio
choosin

g

to, separate’ themselves into

the authority

and refusing
of the

a character

to recognize

governing

-body,

and

the

disadvantages

which he labored in meeting
made against Bim. So far as

can

under

the charges
much ofthe

claim no right In the property, from the testimony taken
by.the committee is confact that they had once been members of cerned, Mr.
Williams proceeds to. show its
the

church or congregation.

worthlessness, and claims that nothing was

idly

“as possible.

If our

n will go on.as rape
local rulers are as cor=-

rupt as is charged, the sooner we, and the nation
at large, know it, the. hetter,, Let us know the

7. All who

unite themselves to

do so with an implied consent to its

a

of Japan and the foreign ministefs, exceptchurch
ing
the representatives of the United States,
partic-

ular government, and are bound to

to it.

submit

:

PATENTS.

:

;

The Commissioner of Patents gives some interesting facts and statements in his report
<vhich are of general interest..
The receipts of”
the office during the last fiscal year, were $703,
000, some $4,000 more than last year; and in excess of what has been received for many preced-

not

properly

chargeable

to

current

expenses.

There have been 12,864 patents issued during the
yefir. Two thousand seven hundred and eighty-

three patents have been allowed but not issued
for lack of final fees. 'T'nis result, I suppose, is

attributable to the panic.
makes

some

general

The

remarks

Commissioner

of an interesting

character, and his report contains much valuable
information,
:
wd
REDUCTION

OF

ESTIMATES,

The House Committee on appropriations are
still af, work on estimates, and are pursuing their
investigations and inquiries in respect to the con-

erate envoys to cease to act with-them as duct of the different Bureaus, especiall
yto ascerhitherto in a united body.
tain how much reduction can be made in the
i

Travelers Saved by Dogs.

- The following are the particulars of the clerical force.. During the past week most of
attempt to kill Iwakura on the night of Jan. the heads of Bureaus have been before thy dom-_
The following affords a glimpse of the 14: As Iwakura tas returning from the mittee in order to enlighten thesq, Congressional
Amus@ments by which Polar voyagers try Mikado’s temporary Swelling f° his own gentlemen upon what . »-winy bo termed prospective
retrenchment Mr, -.
to make the awful dullness of an Arctic residence, his carriage was
nd reform,
pped near
+ gly, the Fifth Auditor of the Treasury,
winter tolerable, and also, a fine example the outer castle moat by a bambeo pole
of the sagacity of the "Esquimaux sledge- stretched across the road. The si? vs of the told the committed in a somewhat cool, facetious
vein, that he might possibly dispense with one
dogs;
¢
vehicle . tere -cut through, oy BWOIds, and female copyist.” Whether the committee will ac-

Olirlsttias day was agala day oh board

cept his recommendation and; remove, for econ-

summoned, and ‘who at once

discoverThey make ‘efed to the ice in a boat from the davits, ed that his injuries were in no degree
dan-

an appeal to Congress for.a small monthly, ‘and were tackled to low sledges
pengion.
1 Esquimaux.

amendment the House bill, requesting
the President to extend, in the name of the United States,

by the gerous, He will ‘probably be able to .ve- a cordial ‘invitation .to foreign governments to
take part inthe Centennial Exposition at Phila‘sume his dutiés'in a few weeks.
delphia, PHAROS,
»

-,

:

truth,

hastily qesoanding, found himself
Ex-Governor Herbert bilefly sald these the Polaris. The good hip was hemmed | Iwakura
attacked by several armed men, from whom omy’s sake, that lady who can be spared, is now,
veterans
the question which” is--being- discussed by the had come to pay thelr respeet:- Tha i-by heavy field ice? but the weather “vas
he received wonnds in the loins-and should- ladies in Mr. Ela’s Bureau, and just now there. President, without replylug, reversed the as pleasant as an Italian spring day. The
ers. He ran. to the moat closeat hand and is some solicitude to. know who the possibly:
usual custom, . marched reund the whole Esquimaux ahd the dogs which Capt. Hall
sprang inl it, remaining hidden “for about doonied person may be. «
”
eh
line, grasped each man's hand, giving it a procured ap. St. John’s, were brought into
an hour, after which
he
retarned
to
the
MiCENTENNIAL,
sb
hearty shake.. Ben. Johnson, the only - col- requisition,
and a seal-hunt was proposed as. kado’s. house, to which foreign surgeons + Mr, Cameron, from the Committee on Foreign.
ored man in the” convention, was * Gen. the object of the day: The dogs wore lo¥Relations, has reported to the Senate without
Were

Scotts’ cook during the war.

1

to lead to all sorts of
Juskithe same with religion; Many of the sufferers_ poverty in that city. rainous speculations, which will
as surely, by and
are
worthy
persons,
things fst’ bé done by the ones; but are
by, that too at no distant day, precipitate a finanquite unable to

are becoming more and more inharmonious,
Japan still resists the plans for opening the
8.. Finally, that denying the authority country, and requires strict enforcement of
of'the Presbyterian church or General As- the treaties as they stand until a revision
D.D. The last speaker referred to a speech sembly, denouncing its action, and refus- has been agreed upon. Mr. Bingham acmade forty years ago on the anniversary of ing to abide by it, and joining themselves’ quiesces, and other envoys are vehement in
this Society in the House of Representatives toa different body (South,) they had no opposition. The demeanorof certain minby Hon. Theodore Ferlinghuysén, predict- rights to the property or possession of the isters has now become so aggressive that
it will become necessary for the few moding the future of Africa. Then, the conven- same,
-*
W. Samson, D. D., Rév. W. I. R. “Taylor,

°

paid in'gold after April 1. - Consul-General

Events of the Week® |

6. That whenever thé. question of faith ‘developed
that compromised his person or.
or ecclesiastical rule or law has been de- official
standing. Justice to Mr. Williams
of 5,722 recaptured Africans, ‘making a cided by the highest of the church judica- will probabl
y move the committee to pubgrand total of 20,770 persons to whom the tories to which the matter has been car- }ish his letter,
is
Society has given homes in Africa. The re- ried, the legal tribunals must accept such
ing years, .The expenses of the office have been
MATTERS
JAPANE
!
SE
.
port on agriculture and trade, steam com- decision. as final and binding in their ap$691,000 but $90,000 of this sum was expended
The relations between the government for the reproduction of records,
munication, telegraph stations and educa- plication to the case before them.
and therefore

tion, exhibit progress in every department.
There were addresses by the Rev. George

a

prisoned in Hayti. Venezuelan journals of
the 22d ult. contain the proclamation of
2:
might, Take any parish where there is a | chann
;
fos
APTN
President . Alando, inviting immigrat
1
ly half3
1
.
ion
h.
Had
’
S,
Y Dear) i amilein wid)
well regulated society for doing good—it is the ‘seal-hu
>
8 offering facilities and
nting party fulfilled their inassistance to immisome

distinct body,

a life-time, at least?

E. G. Lapbam, of €aninion, but it is like that which Wnites the andaigua, N.
Y., who was present at the Jormed into a procession,
and marched to fhe
snowflakes,in the ice of the glacier as they | recent trial of Miss Anthony. This
lady
(we
White
House
to
pay
their
respects. to the
are forced down the mountain gorge—a mean the president of the
convention) stat- Prysident, = General Grant entered the east |
cold freezing-together under pressure. In ed that the first article
of their creed

such afatdQr

to

right in every exalted word and action,
will brighten many rough places we hope
to tread as fearlessly as did he. It was fitting that so brave and useful a life should.
catch glimpses of eternal gladness that
made dying a glorious triumph.
The evening and closing session was full

more of gain than of
stepping like a martyr to the front to
in- ors of the days. of Palo Alto, Monterey,
in religious activity and spiritual power, loss to practice what she preaches.” “Mrs. put
Nettie. | Buena Vista and Vera Cruz, met here, not
if
these existin
g differences were designated
and recognized by corresponding varieties
of name and organization. There is a

waning of the dogs, and nick as light- main in defiance of the wishes
of the Japin ning, he bounded from his seat, and turne
d|anese government.
hu
the dogs’

Representative Elliott, but was sorry to find were many coadju
that be had actegfjust like a white member erally it was not tors with them, but, aft- and discussed -the question of raising “a
Whitefield’s friends nor suitable memorial to the great - Natural
of Congress, ,
| Wesley's friends, but the
1€
themselves, ist.
Remarks
were
‘made
by Hon. |
During the morning session of the second thet did it. Individual
effort

antagonism and greater quiet, Protestant grace. The nomination, acceptance, and D. D., and the Rey. Thomas
H. Pearne,
Germany, scarcely knows such a thing as “confirmation of a third person for this “re- 'D. D., the latter formerly United
States
denominational names, yet even more sponsiblp office scarcely eclipses in local |- Consul at Jamaica, and
Rev. John Orcutt,
held here Jan. 15 and 16,

Capt. Hall says that the sagacity and | The amount in the Japanese
treasury is
tractableness of these animals were re- no less than $25,000,000, including
the last
3
markable.
After half an hour's stretch English loan; and the surplus revenue of

ginning ofthe enterprise 15,048,is exclusive

New afd stirring events will hardly
of obliterate the remembrance 6f our experience with Chief Justices, one resigning for
cas-

cuse for denying or neglecting the claims

oir.
-

She had calied on

Society. Those sent to Liberia since the
war number 3,060, and a total from the be-

WASHINGTON,

and

than the diversity of denom
inations in
America, her conflicts, of doctrine, her
Jealousies and hostilities are made. an
ex-

the works of art are

is gallery...’

he

Mrs. Stanton entertained [7 audience durifig her reading of numerous resolutions,

American

Special Correspondence.

the

es, at least, a diversify of organization,
allowing individuals and churches to gravitate according to different affinities of
doctrine: and feeling, would produce less

but

but

- of Art Is proposed

her educational interests might be protected.

the 20inst., demonstrates the success of this”

prevail

churches

filled,

is

me addition is made, oldest of the lot—at once interpreted the English soldiérs, to be withdrawn. The
some 400 in number, rea favbrite resort for

right of women to vote was necessary for the

The fifty-seventh annual meeting

0-0

but re-

of doctrine,

also of practice and of feeling,

sparsely

The ‘gallery

Of gallop over the heavy ive, the pantingdog's 1873 was nearly $5,000,0
00. A small deThese suddenly drew up, and yelled, and pawed tatchment of
French troops stationed at...
. Of statuary there the surface. One of the Esquimaux—the "Yokohama
is about

the legislation
of the country, while intelli:
gent women were to be ostracised. The

M. Morris, late editor of the Washington

wonder-

“The chief

when they have no preacher, come togethMany lying on the roadside,
er to have a sermon read. And they
"Neath misfortung’s dreary shade.
preach that men should repént, and not
Pass not by like priests and Levite,
as
if all are necessarily Christians bécause
Heedless of thy fellow-man ;
they have been sprinkled and confirmed ‘in
But, with heart and arms extended,
the churches. - We enjoyed
Be the Good Samaritan,
a very pleasant
——teee—
season of worship with them, including the
communion on the occasion of the recent
* European Correspondence.
‘visit of their missionary, who, bbsides this
HALLE, PRuUssIA, Jan., 1874.
city and.a few small places, has the care of
My observations in this land have con- tbe churches in the cities of Leipsic and
firmed the impression that a diversity of Magdeburg.
Inthe latter city conversions
denominational names among Christians have recently occurred, and baptism is exis not ~gnly no necessary hindrance to pected, this month.—From the sermon one
union but no necessary preventive of spirit- would conclude that the pastor must be an
ugl power.
When
Christians cease la- ultra.Calvinist, but from the prayer, bementing the existence of different denomi- ginning with the tenderly spoken ‘confes‘‘O Lord, thou hast redemption and
“nations—which often .is only complaining sion,
help for all,” we may conclude that the
because everybody does not belong to
my
denomination—and with mutual toleration ‘“‘exact and unchangeable number wham
and forbearance for all necéssary or hon- the Father elected” to be lost -is that number out of *‘all,” not who can not for the
est differences, close up the ranks, man
to
man and division to division, till each shall want of help, but who will not accept the
salvation.
feel the maguetism of another's love
Om the whole, we have not
for herd
any preaching and praying that
the common cause, then will they presen
t
to the world a more imposing spectacle, sounded quite so much like that at home,
and one more suggestive of the value and since we listéned to those representative
Baptist
"

20.

the work. Look on
by witty and brilliant remarks, Miss An- the Reformation
; there might be many rerepresentatives will in the same manner thony said she had been writing for five former
s, but there was but one Luther .
| choose delegates who will constitute a days to members of Congress,
but none of ; there might be many teachers, but there ’
general synod (or conference—consistory) them had yet come to the convention
be- was but ‘ene Calvin. Look yé upon the
tor the empire. Every citizen isa voter
if he chooses to give notice before a certain time of his intention to participate in
the election. It may happen therefore noj
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large number.

man, just emerged from bondage, to_shape
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Some for wailing, some for song,

Jan,

whose magnificent presence would lend a

.some parishes may be men who do not go day Vice President Wilson was present
in
to church and take no kindly interest in the audience. After an appeal from Miss
religious affairs, but such a majority may Anthony
he said a few words in the right
hem.
elect for officers men of their own stamp place in the interests of this movemert.
RD
who will decide on the character of the teMrs, Belva A. Lo¥kwood,
ember of the
ligious teaching for the community, and go “bar, with-an extensive practice, delivered
as law-makers into the higher councils, an interesting address. A good voice and
The new order of things is apparently pleasing manner and able logic: character++
re
something of an approach to democratic ised her speech. She remarked that PresiWEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 18, 1874.
dent Elliot, of Harvard, had said that
rule, involving a partial self-Support and
it
would take a hundred years to educate the
independence. It is welcomed by many
female mind. The same thing had been
“"We Will Lift a Little”
with joy and hope; yet not a few among
said
of the Negro, and yet the. very name of
OO
—
“r,
the most pious and evangelical of the minElliott
had been made to shine with Juster
Lift a little! lift a little!
isters fear evil.
In the present state of
Neighbor, lend a helping hand
public opinion, these are most likely to be by one of that oppressed race in the Capitol
To that heavy-laden brother, She suggested that if Presmolested.
Yet I am got sure that the real of the Nation.
‘Who for weakness scarce can stand.
Grant had nominated Elizabeth
piety
of the Jand, however it might ap.’ ident
What.to thee, with thy strong muscle,
pear to shrink in quantity, would not gain Cady Stanton for the. supreme bench, he
Seems a light and easy load,
Is to him a ponderous burden,
"| immeasurably in power, if it were all vot- would have had one with as much legal
Cumbering his pilgrim road.
ed out of the established churches to-mor- ability - as the™ two
already nominated.
i Mrs. Gage delivered a'grand
row,
Lift & little! Jift a little!
argument enEffort gives one added%irength
I have found a little communityof Bap- titled, “Judge and Jury.” Mrs. Blake then
That which staggers him when rising,
tists in this city who seem to the people offered resolutions to the memory of John
Thou canst hold at arms

It is God makes lives to differ,

public

e much attention.

charm to any place, logically urged. that
civil rights. be accorded to the women of
this country. She asked if it was right to
allow the ignorant foreignér or the black

under the constitution’ recently promulga- future welfare of the Republic. They were
ted by royal authority for the churches of the great moral lever of society.
the whole Prussian Empire.
Mrs. Spencer made a speech at the openThese" presbyters are to manage here- ing of the afternoon session on educating.
after the internal affairs of the churches. Ievinced much deep thought. This
lady
Preachers who have heretofore been ap- urged that woman should have some conpoingéd from Berlin, as post-masters are trol
of the school fund of the country, that

AF When Agents receive premiums, no percent
agé
on moneys sent for the Star isallowed in addition
.
AF We send no books out to be sold on commis
sion, or otherwise, with the privilege of returni ng

full length.
- Not his fault that he is feeble,
°
Not thy praise that thou art strong;

§ Corc
Artoran
Gallery was opened to the

eer, of Columbia College, Washington ; Mrs.
persuade the masses in this land of the Belva A. Lockwood, recently
admitted to
truth of the gospel and to bring them un - | the bar in this city, Mrs. Matild
a Josleyn

+ der the influence of preaching, if the strong
BY THE
hand of government
lifted from the
PRINTING = ESTABLISHMENT state church, and if itswereelement
s were all
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19. ** And Moses took the bones. of Jo-

thee
and were delivered ; they trusted in

studied
seph with Him.” This promise we
24, 25.
50:
Gen.
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found
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¢,
last year, and
s that
we
BT cm—
The remembrance of the oath show
Tis 'peoJoseph was held in high esteem by
. NOTES AND HINTS,
e of
ledg
know
fuint
some
and that
ple,
rved
prese
when Pha- emancipation to come had been
17. * And it ‘cime to pass,
led
ry.
God
slave
that
by the Israelites in their
raoh bad let the people go,
from
yof the land of
20, ** And they took their journey
~~_them not through. the wi
in -the
.”
,
near
Etham
in
was
mped
that
enca
ugh
and
aitk
th
Succo
the Philistines,
this passage ‘edge of the wilderness.” Succoth means.
The first thing to be noticed in
he lead- booths or ténts, is the second halting place
is “the recognition of God as.t
of men of the Israelites, is about fifteen miles east
eye
the
To
.
lites
Israe
or of the
course from Rameses, as is supposed. It is contheir
g
Moses was the guide, selectin
ans
and were not confounded.”

“

who
carav
and directing their ‘steps, but Moses,in his sideredto be a place at whichis the third
m
Etha
place
mp.
took
enca
to
what
wont
of
were
us
was cotiscio
that

own mind, asserts

the

of

suggestion

that the verse intimates the way

evidently
© Paleltine through Philistia to be
reaching
of
way
st
easie
and
al
natur
the
ry
Canaan, and consequently the inqui

in preference to the one

taken

not

was

it

why

domestic tragedy which had

*
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that it” was not far from the arm of
the Red Sea, for the Israelites marched
from it in one day to Ri-bahiroth, ¢‘ by the
sea.”
The halting places of caravans are usually determined by the supply of water. On
the route to Mecca.a well of water is found

« A heavy, lot hath he, most wretched man,

pass through their territory without severe

@

Since also the Philistines were

resistance.

fierce, and accustomed to war, well armed
and -at home, and since the Israelites were

dispirited

and

weakened

by

oppression,

poorly equipped, without discipline and ignorant

of war,

ducted

under

it was

of the

first

impor-

tance to avoid any conflict with the Philistines. How the Israelites would have eonattack,

an

we

have

some

from what occurred further
knowledge
along in their bListory. Ex. 14: 10-12;
The disposition of the PhilNu. 14: 1—5.
ke, and with them some
warli
istinés was

+ of the fiercest battles

of the Israelites were

subsequently fought ; nor were they

effect-

ually subdued until the.time of David.
it is well to observe the acquaintance;
here with the inclination of the

And generous wines up cordial to his soul.

Where friends shall meet, ahd know each other’s
face.
Suy less than this, and say it to the winds!”

Israelites,

is this, that thou hast

brought.us up out of Egypt to kill us and

still,
our children with thirst;” or worse
return
us
Jet
and
n
captai
a
« Let us make

into Egypt;” we find.a record of their saying. Had they been early flaced by a fierce
array of Philistines, their first impulse would
have been to fly for Egypt. Perhaps God
had other reasons for adopting the course
al
in which he guided them, reasons, spiritu
comes
which
of
and disciplinary, the nature

out in the study of their future history.
The wilderness certainly was a good school
of training

for them, where

they

learned

self-relilesson of obedience and faith,of
to
ance and courage, that were of value

day

and

This region

is now far more deso-

and beast, and if the route was not naturalpracticable

for

thig multitude to travel,

we do away with the reason aseigned for its

_ selection.

The Philistines were a natural

men.
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Acade-

a few

that “not

told

feel that there is a reality in religion, which
{he one did not feel, and the other did not
believe.” And of Mr. Moody, Mr. K. says,

“Sig, redemption, eternal life, and eternal
death, are, with this good

years of 1835 and 1836.

mere

not

man,

that Rev. Van Dame,
frequently

And yet there are few of us who

The Freewill Baptist denomination now
has Bates, Hillsdale, and other colleges;
Hampton,

numer-

and

Whitestown,

But at the
ous other first class Acadeéthi
denomiwhgle
the
in
l
journa
our
of
time

would net rather see our friends die young

amid religious hopes and consolations, than

jnstitu-

were but two lite

nation, there

tions ; both now young and vigorous,

sonsfield . Seminary in Maine, and Straffo

obstacle to the shorter route. God could,
however, by ‘miracles, have removed that
obstacle. ‘He chosea path wirere such an
interposition would not be required. Hence,
naturally, the wilderness contained vegetation and water. Besides, Amalek dwell in’
one part of it; king Arad, the—Canaanite,
bad his residence’ in some of its wadysj
Egyptian gopper mines, monuments and

_@ pm
~

cations.

usually, took a leading influence in discus- at work.
Jesus has found you, and ofgions and debates in their Lyceums; and fersto you salvation. You do not realize
in the .school prayer meetings no less. his presence; you do not see his arms as
| There were in the Academy and village
toward you, readyto embrace

[23
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.

were

There are afflictions that fall to the lot

suit,” who

nal

rhyme, describing

declamation in

planetary

then came

and gave an origi-

foffward to the platform

himself compiled

of fear-

the .unerring and unof some that have little in common with fal admonition,
God. They are beacon
of
laws
the ordinary experience of mankind. The changeable
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usual consolations do not reach them.
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ed from her by something worse than value of

————

The English papers bring intelligence

remain

may

But you

saved; you

be

warnings, and accept the proffered aid ;—

only to open your eyes, and have their
vision sharpened by faith, that you may see
the hand that is extended down to you; you
may grasp the hand of God, and be lifted
Esthe
of
s.
out of perdition, Your topgue unloosed, °
minisier
esting to note. that the
you,
tablished and of the Free Presbyterian you may confess him who hath loved
you,
for
ransom
a
to
himself
and whd gave
churches, who have been much opposed
saved.
but
lost,
t
longer
no
‘brough
are
been
you
have
and
to
each other, seem
into accord in this movement, and are Your feet upon the ‘‘Rock-Christ Jesus,”

you can stand unmoved by the flood ef sin,

with the ministers

laboring in connection

for it is met by the word of Christ and
hurled pack to flood the shqres of hell,

of other denominations to promote the
work of the Lord. We have before us, in

while you stand cleansed by the

ex-

an

London,

of

World,

the Christian

Jobn Ken-

tended account, given by Rev.
of London,

who

by him as one of his childreny~an heir to
an inheritance that fadeth not away, to life,

for

went to Edinburgh

of observing

this movement

clusions in reference to it.

In two. days he

the

purpose

eternal life,a citizen of the kingdom of God.

"

con-

for himself, and of forming his own

attended six meetings in four different’
places in Edinburgh, Mr. Moody conduct-

our

ed some of these meetings, and attended
all of them. We find Mr. Sankey's name
His
in connection with several of them.

special department seem’ to be the singing, somefimes leading others, and at
others, singing solos, it is said, with
great

power

and

dy found the large

which

The

in

and churches,

the meetings were held,

attendants.

Kenne-

Mr.

effect.

halls

several

sand five hundred each, and

crowded

assemblies

numbered from two thousand to-two thou.

So completely compe-

fheré- were a

In
religious inghirers.
large number of
‘the
in
held
Was
eeting
thefen
case;
one
parish church of the Canongate, and the

emy, taking up a-large part of each day,
he was at leisgre for one half of <he night,

to get his own recitations in Latin and

admission was by tickets, which were

as awoke

ts

of that

flood, in

the presence of God, justified of sin, owned

nedy, a.native of Seotland, but for many
years a leading Congregational minister

and had likewise

classmates

lost, dead.

You

dumb.

be the leading laborers in the work. But
the evangelical ministers generally seem to
be engaged, and it is especially inter-

tent to teach the mathematics of the Acad-

such

are

entreaties. - You

have only to unstop your ears and listen to

(the former being of Chicago, and probably know to some of our readers), appear to

with

with

to his

will not confess his name, ,s0 you

seems to be the head-quarters, but which
Masars.
is spreading over the country.
ists”
evangel
an
‘Americ
*
Sankey,
Moody and

tic for teachers, the manuscript of which I

Greek,

Jesus
refuse him, and you remain lost.
his
by
revealed
is
le
you.
by
stands
Prophets, by his Apostles and by himself.

Edinhurgh

a revival'in Scotland, of which

and written an Arithme-

have before me now.

great salvation, offers to you himself, that
you may be saved, and you have only to

Yet you stand as one blind, for your eyes,
refuse to behold him. You are deaf, for
of your ears are stopped that you do not listen

* Revival in Scotland.

system with a good deal of in-

They are full the higher mathematics,

workers.

P. S. B.

ly.

a new

educational interest aroused among our
churches, there was a rush to attend these

¢« cheap cotton cloth

earnest

and

very Jaithfal

whether education, reform, or religion be
the subject and occasion ; and one will nowhere meet with a student or classmate
but remembers Van Dame enthusiastical-

genuity, a manuscript copy of which I find
in “Trunk No. 13."—On a later occasion
Such afflictions are not light- the Prof. had him {illustrate the subject
like these.
and diagrams beened with choice gifts of compensation, as “of eclipses by Spkings
remembered also
and
s
be
sicknes
will
It
of
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discipl
fore the
is frequently the
studied’a term or
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with
this,
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after
not
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that
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;
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| insani
and
and consolations, like those associated with two with Dudley Leavitt in Astronomy
of warning, and reveal, in lessons

extended
you; you do not behold sthose hands that
were pierced with the nails that fastened
him to the cross to suffer for your sin ; you
are neglecting the ‘‘great salvation’ and
ave lost, Jesus is now offering ‘you this

in which he

revivals,

precious

Van Dame was always full of enthusiasm,

Dartmouth col| terville, Brunswick, and Academies arose
leges. Meanwhile as new

agony in the old parsonageat Haworth,

the early deathof the pious.

very

two

the latter, in its third year of operation,
first with Soshan Berry, 2d with Francis
Upham, and 3d with Mr. Dickey, as Principal, awaiting the coming of some Freewill Baptist, several of whom were in Wa-

dhe fall and downward course of young
over
Barnwell Bronte, or. the sorrow of pious
families when Aaron Burr turned his back
on the religion of his fathers, to picture the
| darkness and bitter pain of misfortunes

‘Dark : Days.

BY HEZEKIAH BUTTERWORTH.

the

already. To such let me say, ‘‘Salvation
cometh by Jesus Christ,” but if “you would

of souls. In term tind, he edited a weekly “be saved, you must bring your own will
school paper called the Telegraph, and powér to the rescue of your soul and set it

charge of Rev. Dr. Hosea Quinby, then the
only college graduate in our entire denomination, on the fifth year of its young life,

Baptists, with

giv-

densely

A.J. Cooly.

Scarlet and Crimson Sin.
BY

REV.

D.

B,

DODGE.

>

Isa.l 18, Saith the Lord: though your sins be
as scirlet,they shal be as white as snowas; though
wool.”
they be red like crimson, they shall be

God speaks these words to those whe feel
that their sins are great; he offers to forgive
Fs
and" accept them.
made
be
not
can
Scarlet and crimson rags
n
crimso
°
and
scarlet
but
into white paper;

sins can be forgiven.
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protected from the sea by irregular stone
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about’ our ship,

The “City of Manchester”

THE

MORNING STAR. FEBRUARY
18, 1874.
ting to the, Breakwater, a wide water road a splendid large ship, apparently anchored.
REMARKABLE SUGCESS | izes
* Where is the drunkard 1”
walls on each side. Now® we are in, out never be moved but by piecemeal,’ 1

x

n

&e

of the badly behayed Mediterranean,

is three thou-

sand .two hundred tons buiden, and, has a

is doing her

best to get over

walls ard trouble us.—We

in a loud voice; with the

She ‘was anchored among coral and would |

:
z

uestion—

who

are just now

Single and by the dozen Vi-aiso Postage on me same

OCEAN'S STORY, Aa¥riorts haat

into the Sea of Arabia.

i
Psalmody;
18mo.1n Sticep, single.
“do” ii a

favor- the Wonders benvath the great Oceans) More Agents
jte drink at his noon-tide meal, and steady- n himself as well as.he could by the pew- Wanted for this and the history of

It is a nine days’

bout is moored to the mast that is sticking

ly thirty-eight tons, She is three hundred
' seventy-four feet long, thirty-five feet . wide

and twenty-nine and «a half feet deep, three
gentleman and a

sailor, , There; ave four engineors, - three
mates, four quarter masters, sixteen fire-

,

. are invevery

sense

first

class.

genCal
and
fare

Evening

prayers fre observed in .the’ dining cabin,
and public services on deck, Sundays.
Oct. 16th, : The Rock of Gibralter, EngJand’s impregnable fortress, stands out in
the water, grand and towering, jts sides
terraced up with

- with cannon.

.*

fortresses,

and

Just: opposite,

stately {on shetiiors with their splendid
belongings. But ours is the largest and

age, we began to realize more fully, that
we were really going back to Midnapo
were almost there.
ily
Py and
»

bristling

in and we can go on shore for three

water,

asif.

to

reach

across

current is yery strong, two men are

The ship is heading

héurs.

all the soil has been brought in ships;

not

little

en-

closuses of the buildings.—We have

all

over hanging

some coral

the

and

bought sun

creepers,

hats,

Now, as we get into the Straits,

ou a cape of the African shore.

Now we are wholly in the Mediterranean,
smooth as a lake. We look back at the

rock of Gibralterand the Pillars of Her-

cules, and they seem to haye moved out
farther into the water and nearer to each
-other. The sky has changed. A gorgeous . sunset is coming on. The clouds
hang like bright pictures above the dark

blue waters, and a sweet calm is over all.
Now the shores are getting distant and
The

setting

sun

living halo.—But why

throws

back

wonderful

Oh, that it were held by a

got

When

ready

mon things we say,

that

five days and two hours,

it has

Gunga,

whole distance

a

to combut

from the Liver-

pool Docks to the Straits of Gibralter.

‘rushes

Oc. 17th. The shores of Europe are fad-

come down the bank in a great hurry, jump

grow

down

who seemed to be making

into the water, and we

great efforts to

keep up, but without success.
In process
of time, both got to the ship’s side, and
clambered up, and then there was

a

meet-

ing, as sweet and joyful as the two or three
we had been witnessing, Hearts long separated ‘were bappy and thankful.
Bro.
thé
passengers
walk the broad, clean
Phillips was accompanied by the , American
decks, our party are busy -with the lan- A nondescript, half-naked boy eame down Consul to
Calcutta,
Gen. \ Litchfield, of
guage, and all are getting on well. We be- over the-bapk and seemed to be looking Mich:,
a Christian gentleman, genial and
gin to long for the time _when we ean be for the camel, and the two walked slowly’ polished.
He gave us such a kindly greeting
at work.
:
as made-us glad, and we feel proud of our
off to the desert.
:
18th. We are passing the coast of Algiers.
Just now we are going through what are country’s, representative in. this «ity so
‘Dear little robin redbredsts have come called the Bitter Lakes.
The largest is much given to the high-toned fashion and
on board ; they are like ours,’ only smaller.
about eight miles long and six miles wide,
pride of European aristocracy, and the ut:
Their little wings droop and they seem and the other,one is much smaller. Before ter degradation of the matives. He stands
weary. Cape Bon Tghthouse is near. "We the canal was built they were unhealthy a ‘warm-hearted; ' practical
Christian, an
are all very anxious to pass Malta in the marshes, and being right in its track, they honor to his country and
a blessing to those
day time, and the Capt. thinks we shall,
helped it much.
among whomhe moves.
19th. Almost to Malta,a longlow Island ;After we anchored last night, cur party
[The remainder of this narrative is omitted,
this side of it is just now getting near, or begged to have a‘ row on the Lake, hoping since it is. substantially given in the account
rather we are getting near to it. It looks to get ashore and secure specimens from furnished by Bro. Phillips.—Ep.] *
very curious, a long succession of low the desert. They did, and one of our numhills flattened at the top, all covered with ber wrote an account of it for the Mun~
buildings, and some real American looking chester. Post, a paper got up on board ship

water are alike, and light, fleecy clouds hang
between. The steamer plows on. grandly,

by the passengers,

‘windmgills, -. The name
‘of the island is
Gozo.
Itis nine miles long, has fifteen
hundred inhabitants, and a hundred and

what feelings crowd upon us mow.

Selections,
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An

before us the army. of Israel came up from
Egypt, the mountains on one side right

peoare
that
Oh,

down

gaze, we get nearer. and nearer,
Island seems like quite i large city.

+ buildings,

seem much

except

alike

of cloud and

the

O wondrous love! for me he dies!
*Tis finished, Jos snlyation’s free,

that Malta is larger,

chester” doesn’t stop for sight-seeing or
sentiment, but keeps right. on. her way,

puffing, and

beating,

and. smoking

3

with

ness.
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Nov. 1. Evening, Through the Red Sea ;

out of it, by the straits of Babel-mandeb,
the. ¢

of Tears.”

The natives

named

‘the oN
because of the dangers of
the Red“3€®
It is indeed a téfiible sea to
on it. But Capt. has smiled and said,
navigate, full of coral reefs and islands.
‘“Though she seems so calm and dignitied, shelving’ down under the’water, and only
now, Ihave seen her behave very. badly,” one narrow channel. Ships
are constantly.
and now we have seen the same.
Yestor- being wrecked on the, coral reefs.
The

very angry,

body who could

be

down the Capt,

and

:

|

Yearning and sweet I hear him say,
‘‘ Come unto me,” “‘ I am the way.”
Rise, then, my soul, on wings sublime,
Oh, claim this flonous promise thine.
Sweet peace I leaye you,~do not fear,
Sweet faith assures you I ammear,
I’ve gone a mansion to prepare,
Come, B will lead you safely there.
an on my word,~I’ve conquefed sin,

In me abide, you sure shall wiy!
.
Now we may trust,—to us is
gen
Grace here on earth, glory in heaven.
z
MILLIE MAY,

light shiding down, making ‘their way all
plain, while close bghind lay the thick dark-

all her might, and it is really just what
we
want, and 80 we look and. enjoy -as fast as
"we can.
:
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24th. Everybody
has been praising the’
Mediterranean all the time we have been

day she seemed

He lives to intercede for me,

pillar of fire, and where,

and has numerous windmills. Now we avalked ‘on dry ground, the high water
are getting pastit all, The “City of Man- | walls on each side of them, and a bright

“ "Tis finished,”—hear, he gently cries, J

and every-

weather was dreadfully tot, notwithstand-

Deacon, M. hr 1 honest old codger, a
Kind, obliging neighbor,” and
a good,
church-going. Christian, believing in the
Presbyterian creed to the fullest extent ;

but alackaday ! this pillar of the church
was, at times, alittle ** shaky ;” in fact, the
deaton would, occasionally, get exceeding
ly “ mellow ;” and almost every
inner

he

would

indulge

in

Sunday at

his faverite

cider-hrandy t6 such an extent that it was
with some little difficulty he reached his

_pew,

which was'in the broad aisle, near the

pulpit, and between

the minister’s and the

sea sick ‘was on the
ing a wind that kept the
wet a good | village squire’s, One Sunday morning: the~~ back, "Tho decks were continually splash-. deal, and obligedus to havedecks
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the Pillars of Hercules ; but the Capt. says
this is necessary to avoid drifting against
Gibralter.

-

Storyo

bars arg continually changing, so a light
ship has to be out beyond them, and a pilot

It is right on the borders of the desert, and

sprigs from

little villages nestled at the foot of and up
the sides of the low ranges of hills. The
wheel.

™

SI

|

ges, is always dangerous, because the sand-

Port Saidis a nondescript looking place,
a tree,
a few creepers are in

and fle
the coming
e

out to sea, below the sahd heads. The entrance to the Hoogley, mouth of the Gan- ||

very tired we sut down in a shady’ veranshake hands with Gibralter. The legend is, da and had a cup Of coffee servedin the
that in ancient times a statue of Hercules Turkish fashion. The cups held about one
stood with one foot on the European and third of a common tea cup, and the coffee
oné on the African coast. We are swiltly was strong. There were many camels and
The last were
for people to
passing the Spanish shore, With its pretty donkeys.
in the

O

the parson

Emboss’d

.| History,

18th. FRIDAY. At the light ship which Ia

conglomeration of opposites and con trasts,
Our party were all eager for ‘‘specimens,”
any thing, no matter. What, so we picked
up little’ shells, and culled a few little

can side, are the Pillars-6f Hercules, stately columns of solid rock, standing out also

4

faces ‘were fairly turned north toward Cal- seek salvation,
dutta; the; last turn being made in our voy- I 0. de

been on shore,
The streets, buildings,
shops, signs, people, and things, are a

on the Afri-

deacon’s response; . however,

Pubs, 43 Washington St., Boston:

HUBBARD [BROS

GALL:
row. All in sight was the remainsof a Wont on with his.remarks as. he had written NCA
ed with all kinds of sea crafts, from the large ship, wrecked there only a little while | en, commenting severely upon the drunk- |
$64
rude looking native boats with the rude ago. We madeno stop, and when our ard, and ‘winding up by warning him to
forsake!
once
such
évil
habits,
if
hé
would
looking
*
natives, on them, up to the

men, three Arab assistants, twelve sailors,
and’; last. though mot least; iwssyiwe “grindest Jooking of them all, and we feel
passengers. One Scotch
v des- it. The desire to look well. and compare
tined for Upper India, one Scotch Mission- favorably with gthers, is a natural desire
ary’s wife returning to Calcutta, three implanted in the human heart, but not a
The Pilot
> ladies going to meet their husbands in part of the natural depravity.
different parts of India, seven: young ‘men and Capt, are working hard and carefully.
going out to mercantile” fitms andto tea Now we are stopping. Coal is to be taken
companies, one young lady and one
tleman returningto their: homes in
cutta, the ship's surgeon and bis lady,
our party,
The accommodations
and

;
(OF course a consternation amongst th
co ngregation was’ the result of the honest

The

the entrance to the Suez canal, [tig cover-

decked, and drew; on starting, twenty-three
and7a
half feet of water. Capt. J. Hardie

is ‘the -commander,—a

wind must have been the wrong way.

up in the water, "Now we are getting out ‘trees looked beautiful, but, the harbor.seemito a broad expanse of - water, which is ed dangerous to get into, the entrance War-

0

3.00. PosC10

ir 90
10
Morocco,
dl
=o
do doen 1036 - 1.68

journey to Point de Galle, the’ southern |
do
passing
a wreck that was made. the other port of Ceylon. When we got in sightwe ral, looked up to.the parson and replied, LAvingatons 28 Years in Africa. | dodo” “32me.’
and tremulous voice :
A166’ dite splendiewd Bible, just ready. Address, Butler's
t
8 Theo
€010,
:
and fifty toos of coal. ~ She consumes dai- day, in which three lives were lost. A ‘tried to smell * the spicy breezes,” bit the Jin ‘a ining
Here 1 am,” = eve
bre
; do adh
eargo of four. thousand tons; and when
she left, Liverpool she had ten hundred

’

RR

Prices of Freewill Baptist ‘Books,

A solemn pause succeeded this inquiry ; in'4 days, and another $458.00 in 8 days, selling .
up rose Deacon M., with his face
_ 10th. We went through the Galf of Aden ‘when
radiant from copious draughts of his

the stone

¢

8 for
Tuftonboro
Moultonborou
amdwich thd Center Sandwich.
a
»
i" :
eave
Alton Tuesdays
ursdays and Saturdays
for Laconia.
ay ’
y
+. RETURNIRG,— Leave Laconia Mondays, Wednesdays-and Fridays for Alton, in season to connect
with traing for oston and Portland.
JAMEST, FURBER,
Gen, Supt.
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“Discour aged Disciples,
Even the most favored find

the courage sinking at times,

a mental

orgapization

favorable

to

i

hope. The brain is steady. The. nerves
are not morbidly sensitive, and they lie be<low the surface. The pulse. is strong and
regular. The liver keéps clearof torpor
and. congestion. The muscles are elas-

tic. . Sleep waits each night at the pillow,
Lai SRR

and it seldom deserts its ‘post till after
cock-crowing, and often stays till the sin

stares in at “the . window.

bd

———

aE

CE

~ cheerful homes.

"They

They dwell in

find

tion
lose
drop
more

or despair of
their resolute
that which is
than half

the world. Wheii ‘they
and cheerful bray ery they
half their own glory and
theix usefulness. # The

en with sackeloth, its’ path with
or

its

ears

with

sighs

and.

shadows,

dirges.

Let

friendly

fades

hopefulngss,

if need be, 4s Dayid did his;

recall, as he did, the scenes

and

the

of deliverance

hills of victory; and

will be born within,

courage, and

the

the brave,

then

face will

hope
reflect

glad words

will

carry a-power that kindles and | conquers.

Unsaying Hasty Words.
RE

The whole movement of the

of

illustrates

friction.

the

~The

body

ma-

an attempt was made to rescind the resolu-

and

waste

a

bundle

tion, but it failed. This year the matter
comes up again. And after a vigorous,

burden

spicy,

physical

wear

is

of discomforts
; the surroundings

siguificant

and

forcible debate, the

more than they buttress, and the spirit is a

Senate bas voted in favor of rescinding by

crowded camp of fears.
It is asking a
large thing when such- natures are called

an overwhelming majority. It is presumed that she House will follow the example
thus set, and so the State will make its

on to keep alive and active the brave

and

cheerful courage whichis so welcome in
the sight of men and so in keeping with
_ the teachings of the gospel.
_ All these things act on the natures even of

Christ's disciples and tend to make

them

“despondent. There are other things besides
these to dishearten them. Their own imperfect characters and undutiful® lives, the
slow progress toward Christian maturity
and completeness, their faltering purpose,
‘their languid affections, their half-lifeless
prayers, their sad defeats

where

they

had

looked for cheering victories, the springing
up of old foes that were thought to be finally mastered,

their baffled efforts, the chasm

between the ideal life and the atlual which
seems to grow deeper and wider,—all these
thiegs bring no little discouragement to
many of those who really mean to follow
the great Master

and

bear

his iy

out

among men.
But there is reason for courage.
No
strange thing ‘is happening unto them.
Not a few who have climbed up to the celestial gates and heard the blessed ‘¢ Well
done” and “Welcome” from. within, have

struggled amid’ like shadows and been
pressed with similar burdens. Nay, more
or less of those who are mow held
"as saints and exemplars have passed through
just those trying things.

apology to its eminent public servant.

on-reformers, pilots and

miners,

landlords

where intoxicating drinks are sold is 300

and

and

blacksmiths,

less than during the previous year, and 500
less than. in 1871, There are not a few
other facts here reported -which bear the
same way, and suggest anything but creditable motives lying behind the Advertiser's
vehement rhetoric. The Governor of Mass.
is a thorough prohibitionist;’ the upper
branch of the legislature is probably with

her

stately

She will hon-

self i in being generous to a

piace at all there is

and that a branch

of

cause of gladness,

thy

The

press generally has urged the measure as
an act affecting its own credit and honor
quite as much as it affects Mr. Sumner’s
reputation. 9t is felt that he can carry the
load much better than the State can afford
to leave it on his shoulders. And it is
forcibly urged, that what was confessedly
done in heat and impulse and passion,

should be reviewed in calmness and magnanimity. Apd there is no doubt that the
general sentiment of the people responds
cordially and warmly to this view.
We rejoice at this change in the public

feeling, und still more in the pgblic act of

able associate. But there is no room for
doubt over his purity of motive, his profound consecientioysness, his philanthropic
spirit, or his patrigtic devotion to the interests of his cofntry. He is a man who

of the

him;

so that even ‘if the lower branch is

to approve a license system, it is not
case.
just now likely to.be framiéd into
a law.
The benefits of the convention: are ob —Some of the leading hotel keepers in
wus, or would be, if only . worthy men Boston have lately had a taste of tempermet to promote worthy objects. But the ance visitations, to the logs of, both liquors
convention isn't confinedto the interests of and--movey.
Is the Bvertiser going to

political

L | ed in the conventions of those ‘parties who.

| represent the immoral
:

country,

and

How

prayerfully thy Alliance has watched the
progress of thé" work,
The final triumph
of the gospel of peace there will owe ac-

ready

be the chief mouthpiece of their anger and

and hur(Ya]’ forces

in society. Thus, any business, by securing union*of action on the part of those engaged in it, may dictate terms that shall
not only perpetuate the evil but make it
much more prevalent. The recent conven-

tion of liquor-dealers is a case in point.

—Tue WOMEN AT WORK.

In Ohid and

Indiana, where the authority of the civil
officer has been defied by the liquor-seljers,
apd

the stern

been

protest

answered «by

of strong

sullen

men has

défiance,

the

companies

can

produce

that

article

dom,

and the

most

earnest

remonstranees

yield, and its exiled subjects

were

restored

to their home and to liberty.
Considering “the nature of the woligion

founder,

it now

not

at the head of the

only

eight

stands

numeri-

or ten great

religions of-thé globe, but its followers

are

dependent action, looking to the best inter-

est of the greatest number,

From the state of Arkansas we

have

the

following mews, which will show our friends
that the cause we love is ‘advancing : “Our
association was organized six years ago,
with three churches; we now have 13.

Our association

was divided at - our last

session, and ours is, called

the Fort Smith

Association

Baptists.

“of - Freewill

We

have to labor under many disadvantages.
Ouc, winisters are unlearned, which impedes opt progress very much, and we

have great opposition from’ ‘our C.' Bap- dist brethren, bubitharks to ‘our heavenly’
Father, more liberal views are prevailing,

and our prospects are" bright for the, futare. There ure several points where we
expect to organize churches soon. . But,

my ‘dear

great.

brother,

my disadvantages are

I have to work hard“to Support

my family.

I have no books

to read,

yet

weak efforts in the blessed cause of Jesus.
There is another Association of Free Bap-

the virtue

Strauss, the celebrated

German

theologian.

pain of the severest pun ishment. “But even at a dollar a ton. They assemble at He first became known in 1835, when he
That the offices the commencement of each season ‘and de- published
this is a signal triumph.
the “Life of Jesus,” the object
of Christian people should so far prevail cide tozmake a freezing public pay dearly of the book being to establish Christianity
with the Mikado, nurtured as he has bogu forMgeir fuel, and no fierceness of protest on a mythological basis and to resolve the
in the superstition of a powerful religion, can ‘move them. Thus by combination, Gospels into a series, of popular legends.
as to effect even this concession on his part, which is effectedin more trades and on un- The work produced great discussion, and
is just cause of the hope that it awakes.
fairer principles than we have indicated, won the author a degree of fame which
he
~Tt-is-in-this-spirit—of -coneession;-and}-in- +eompetition, the -public’s sole reliance for ‘as not since allowed: 1b wane. His
latest
the growingslaxity with which the religious fair prices, is of mo avail, for it is soon work, “The Old Faith and the New,” has
edicts of the Empire are enforced, more strangled if itappear.. Of what effect would been as eagerly received and as vehementthan in any acceptance of the Christian re- it be for consumers to also call conventions ly disputed over, as though
it did not
ligion, or observance of its claims, that the and pretend to combine against these trades- claim that the author desired ‘‘to disturb
first fruits of the harvest appear. A cor- unions ? The futility of such attempts dur- the contentment or the faith of
no one.”
respondent of the Methodist lately gave a ing the last dozen years is sufficient an~ He has been a vital force in the world,
and
signal instance of the value of this spirit of swer.
one of the strong pillars of German rationfriendly concession to the desires of Chris
Again, the political convention is rapidly alism. His utterances always claimed
attian nations. He says:
losing its reputation of being the people's tention, for his opinions were
those of no:
A short time ago the Christian world was means of nominating representative offi- ordinary man. As baseless as was his
that the cers. They send their delegates thither,
shocked by the “announcement
Government of Japan had ruthlessly torn but these have already beert chosen in the faith, it nevertheless had the qualities of
earnestness and apparent sincerity, which
from their homes and consigned to exile
and slavery a large compa By of its subjects interests of special measures,so that the con- go a long way to win others to a similar
whose only offense consisted in the fact that vention becomes in reality-the scene of lo- belief. We have the legacy of his life.
they were Christians. It seemed incredible cal issnes waged against each other, the There is good enough in .it to obviate all
that the Japanese would venture on such a delegates from this section anxious for its necessity of appropriating the bad.
bold measure of persecution while its anthor- own interests, which are quite different from
ities were earnestly seeking to strengthen:
their alliance with Christian powers; but the interests that another section is intent ——SUNDAY-LAWS DEFIED. We are sorthe evidence was too abundant and convine- on promoting.” So that,if this section unites ry to learn
that a large class of desing to admit any doubt on the subject. The with that to carry a. measure, it is gener- perate New Yorkers persist in defying the
storyjof these persecuted Japanese Chris- ally with the undérstanding that that unites
Sunday-law of that city. There is reliatians was soon told throughout Christen- with this to ocarry
another.
Thus
inwere addressed to the Government of Japan
on their behalf. The Government, unable
to resist the pressure, was compelled to

Home Mission Chit-Chat.

pleas and fervent prayers. They visit the
rumshops, exhort the dealers Lo repentance,

trying

When they assembled in that great Kall in pray fort their reform, and pass on to the
Baltimore, arid saw their number and felt next offender, with a promise to come
the force of united actipn, they Jaughed at Lagain. - They keep the promise, too. Dio
But let us not seem to imply that the the idea of successful ‘resistance, and un- [Lewis is. the chief suggester of the policy,’
triumph is already achieved there. The hesitatingly told tie friends of sobriety to and it seems at present to be working with
rigid edicts against Christianity are still in help themselves if they could.
| good effect.
It is greatly tobe desired
force. The reports which have frequently . Bat the evils are more forcibly shown in that the beneficent results may be permacome to this country that- these: edicts had the combinations that are effected in trade. nent, and not be followed by a reaction
been repealed, prove to have sptung only The producers of kerosene, for instance, that shall disappoint hope and leave the
from the fact that they had been removed are able to furnish that article at sdy one dealers more defiant than before,
from their places of public exhibition, and cent per gallon. But they meet in conventimes ——A LIGHT OF RaTioNALIsSM GoNE Our,
that, although they are no longer an offense tion, and decide to ask ' twenty
amount, Who. can prevent them ? Intelligence is received of the death of
and a threatyto the eye, still all citizens are“, that
Coal

Denominational News ul Note,

1 thst that God will continue to bless. ify

are

ization, as well as to thie efforts of" official
representatives from the Christian Powers.

warned against observing Christian rites on

der two papers for a sing]Soro
or the
six for two.
or 1 ing
are desired.
Address Rev. J. Copeland, L a, |N.Y.

of pathetic

women

knowledgments to the‘efforts of this argan-

reparation. It costs something for such a
body to unsay such an emphatic word. To
ity has to meet in Japan,
confess a ‘mistake or a wrong as openly as that ‘Christian
Buddheven its tolerance is significant.
it has been committed, often requires the
ism, which numbers among its devotees
highest sort of courage. And this is the
about 400,000,000. people, or more than one
courage that the old Bay State is just now third of the entire population of the earth,
called on to exercise. And she will honor prevails almost entirely there, and the traherself in responding with a prompt, clear,
ditional loyalty of its sabjects is not wanten voice.
ing in those islands.” With a start of only
. Sumner has his defects. He is con- six centuries ahead of Christianity,
with only
Minin
and by habit imperious. He
a fanatic Indian prince, clothed in rags and
is impatient of opposition and criticism. practicing the most utter self-denial, for its
He almost demands an unquestioned lead-

ership. And this impatience, severity and
egotism render him at times an uncomfort-

Pequitements

reform; the adjustment of labor and capital, try to nyt pathos “into their complaints
and kindred concerns. * The same methods: It can find higher if not better’ paying busi| which are-used to secure union of aim and, ness than this.

mb:

this

the

| effort in these departments, are also employ-

Japanese
in

ed at meeting all

‘religion, ‘education, temperance,

ing the fayorablo af
to the true religion, i:
member with what di

receutly

whatever

a convention must be called, and -a--tourse

the country is a fist
nent part that the Al

were

butchers and publishers, school-masters and
under takers, por k-packers and piano-maker 8,
rowers, printers,editors and horse-shoers,—
whatever harm threatens either of these

of treatment agreed upon that.shall be aim-

thus early be establisk

tion of the

milliners

improvement it is proposed to apply to them,

The recent report that a branch of the
Evangelical Alliance for Japan had just
been formed in Yokohama renews the interest felt in the progress of Christianity in
that
Bmpire. That it should have obtained
any

builders,

crafts or trides or professions, or.

Christianity in Japan.

of Christianity were ugg

y

The Massachusetts Legislature has spent
not a little tiny ‘and some temper over the
question of rescinding a certain resolution,
passed two years since, reflecting somewhat severely upon the course of its great
Senator, who- sought to procure an erasure
of the names of the battles from the warflagd] kept at the State House.
It was a time of fierce political excite-

lit with smiles when they go abroad. Their
undertakings prosper.
Their
ventures
turn out well.” Their dividends come in
regularly. And so,almost without trying, ment when that censure was meted out.
they keep their cheerful bravery ever active. A heated presidential canvass was-opening.
It isnot so much a product of the soul as Mr: Sumner had been brought into antagof the animal spirits. It is a thing of blood onism with the President. He had stigmarather than of character. It is neither ac- tized him with strong and biting w ords.
qffred through set purpose nor kept by He bad called him by very hard names, He
means of heroism. It floated in upon them had charged him with grave public offenson ‘the tide of natural law ; it stays because es. He had insisted that he was unfit for
setting out- his high office. - He broke with {he great
* there is no strong current,
wardly, which would tend to bear it off. body of hig party, and entered into alliance
And so its presence is no proof of virtue or with his life-long’ politizal opponents to demerit ‘in the possessor. It is the gift of feat General Grant and elect Mr. Greeley.
circumstances rather than the achievement In the excited state of the political mind
which attended and followed this procedure,
of the spirit.
:
There are others of Whom just the oppo- the legislature passed the vote of censure,
site of all this is true.
They were born and left the great statesman, philanthropist
under a cloud. They began to breathe in and patriot to writhe in such pain as it had
“a depressing ~atmospheie. Their cradles thus inflicted and carry the burdenit had
were rocked to the measure of sighs and thus imposed.
But time bas brought calmness, justice,
tremulous lullabies in the minor key. Pains
judgment
and a wiser charity. Last year
and aches ‘have abounded from the firkt.
chinery

bly, but the gentence’in which she magnan-

citizen whosé character aud sery ice make
no small fraction of her fame.

|

and

imously takes back her accusation against
Charles Sumner will hereafter stand among
or

such an end to aspire after, it 18 not for
them to get hopeless dver tlieir own condi-

engineers

off in -numbers. ud in spite of this inerease in population, the number of places

the finest of her utterances.

and

command

And there | despondent disciples chide their souls into

are'those who are forced to wage a steady
fight against what would otherwise drive
them.to despair.
Somé souls indeed inherit a temperament
and

at

means

such

world is not to be saved by filling its heav-

eae

It is nat always easy to keep a brave and

hepeful Heart.

with

hope;

communications designed fot publioatids
All
» Suouid be addressed to the Editor, and all letters on
business, remittances of money, &d., should be ad

SS

and high opportunities, with such stimulants for the heart-and such offers to. the

fruit. cultivators, snfifond

cigar-makers, telegraph-operators and pris-

age that begins fo falter and threatens to
fail. The old Bay State has often spoken no-

neither becoming to Christ's disciples nor
helpful in their work. With such a Helper,
promfses” and prospects, with
with such
such a high calling, with such heroic. tasks

ble authority for saying

theaters, concert

that

halls and

is rarely wit- do business on Sunday

the

beer

Gorman

gardens,

tists, in

the north

one of the ‘same

part

of

the State,

and

faith, but known as the

United ‘Baptists. - We correspond with
them. Our people enjoy the presence of
the Holy Spirit. I have Baptized nine:
since
September.
You
can help. me
much, if you will send me your articles
of Faith,
and a copy of the Morning Star, and in fact any religious books.

Finally, will you request your brethren

to

pray for us that*God may bless our labors
in the wilds of Arkansas?”
=
There is a great demandin the South
and West for our books and periodicals, a
desire to know of our doctrines and usages, but the people are poor, and the
ministers are not able to buy books or take
religious papers. Wonld it not be well
for the Printing Establishment to make a
donation of books for the purpose of supplying this want? And could not some of
our ministers send some books and magazines, that they have read and do not¥eare
to preserve, to these poor families who
would consider them luxuries ?
|’ Rev. Geo. S. Ricker, Richmond, Maine,
writes :—“I enjoy your ‘chit-chat’ much.

I hope we shall be able to do something
for the parent H. M. this year, but

a missionary

people

ourselves.

50 resident members;

we

are

We

have

S. S. of about

100;

congregation about 125; our debt is nearly paid, then we can help others
Yours, in love for the work.”
Bro. C. Putney; of Canaan, N.

the following Christian
not many

words.

in our churches that

his example
> —*“As no

one

terest enough to raise

the

tioned to this
the whitened:
Lord empty,
and it would
feel as thongh
and T enclose
an should

has

mere.
;

I1., sends

Have
will

taken.

amount

we

follow

in-

appor-

church, I felt as I looked on
fields, and the treasury of. the
that the brethren might give,
be a real luxury to them,
I
something ought to be done,
five dollars for the H. M:;
be glad to send ‘the, whole

the same as on
Tuesday or ‘Wednesday.
One
paper, amount apportioned if I had the means.
the public over” the occasionul work of a whose word in this case no body would Sometimes I think if I had what many
waste in indulgences I would gladdeth,
convention that represents a popular choice, dispute, states explicitly that “juggling,
is a sad satire on the frequency of its oe- ballet dancing, singing, pantomime per- many hearts in our own land and among
currence.
formances, masquerade balls, &e., are*car- the heathen. I pray, O Lord, give me the
A tendency of the modern convention is ried on unchecked, much to the annoyance ' means that I may do more for thy cause.”
to diminish the sum of personal integrity. of respectable citizens.” This of course is
We are glad to hear that the church in
A great many delegates
attend these the case only in certain quarters’ of the Ellenburgh, N. Y., is prospering. They
gatherings, intending to support only the city, but it suggests a condition of things have commenced work upon their house of
right, but who at the close find that they that needs looking after quite as much as worship, and are proceeding cautiously,
have been either coaxed, or flattered, or the swindling of dishonest officials.
intending to pay as they go. The pastor,
bullied,
or bought
to
support
only
Bro. Cowell, writes: —*God is blessing us
the wrong. Thus the pressure of strong —— ANOTHER STEP. The Boston School thus far. The $25.00 received from the
moneyed or other interests
may defeat Committee have held another meeting and Treasurer of the H. M. was a help in time
even the convention itself, and the dele- refused by a vote of 67 to 35 to reconsider of need. Pray for our cause here.”
gates and their constituency be reduced to the vote which excluded the female memThe church in Fond du Lac, Wis, is
bewailing the restdlt for months afterwards. bers. This is doubtless far from the end prospering under the labors of its new"
But even this result may furnish occasions
of the malter. Several of. the cities and. pastor. The congregation is ingreasing,
for those hot and manly protests on the part towns in Massachusetts
have ladies on and souls are converted. The congregaof those who have kept the faith and come
their school boards. How. can it be legal tion now averages 65, and the S. S, 54:
out unscathed, which we sometimes wit- for them, and illegal for Boston, since the Eleven have been converted, and the work °
is still progressing. We ask the prayers
ness.
same law holds in every case ?
nessed.

Indeed, the extravagant delight of

four times as many as those of Protestant
. Some of those now about us, who are
Christianity. Since age and numbers in
deemed the truest and noblest of God's
such matters give so powerful a prestige,
chosen ones, illustrate the same thing.
and since its methods are so well calculated
They aré every day fighting ‘against deto win and keep the people among whom
It isu't strange, perhaps, that the good deaof the brethren-that this struggling church
spondency as Paul struggled with his thorn can neither be belight nowgajoled nor scar- its chief triumphs have been achieved, it is con in Maine invariably offers a half hour's
may be blessed yet more abundantly.
——CHARLES
KINGSLEY.
This
somewhat
ed
into.
any
position
which
his
judgment
in the flesh, as Christ wrestled with the
indeed equal to a victory that Christianity prayer for the preservation of the public inThe blessed Jesus continues to bless the
celebrated”
English
clergyman;
novelist,
and
conscience
do
mot
heartily
approve.
devil's temptations in the wilderness. - And
should even be partially tolerated ic Japan. tegrity whenever he hears of a convention.
church in Chicago; six more were added to
and
social
philosopher
has
lately
arrived
in
His
mental
and
moral
qualities
are
such
as
their triumph will be all the nobler and
Faqr the present, then, it would seem that But then, it is a thing that we could hardly ‘this country.
He has come to see and its number a week ago.
His
gladder because it follows Such a conflict. honor the, most exalted functions.
the work there must be altogether a mis- do without, as bad as it is. We haven't talk, the first for his own benefit and the
We are glad to hear that some souls are
work
in
behalf
of
political
justice
and
libTheir hopes are more blessed things besionary one, and subject to the greatest scolded about it with the intention of offer- latter for ours. He has doubtless brought being converted in Jackson, Mich. , We
erty
has
been
of
the
amplest
and
truest
cause they come in upon and scatter such a
hardships at that. But the privilege of do- ing anything better. Used to promote bad
with him the same lively interest in the pray that it may be but the drops before
host of fears. The glory of the morning sort. “He is quoted throughout the civiliz- ing missionary work there should not be objects, it is always bad. Used to promote
condition
of the hard worked and ragged the plentiful shower. .
whieh tells that their redemption has come ed world as a far-seeing statesman and a underestimated. It is by that means that ‘worthy ones, it might often be better than
"A. H. CHASE, Cor. Sec.
classes
of
society
which-has earned him in
practical
lover
of
mankind.
Massachusetts
will be all the greater because it follows on
Christianity has thus far extended itself, it is. It wonld : certainly be well for
ob
England
the
title
of
the
*““Chartist
Parson,”
has been justly proud and grateful over his and is by that means that all its fature
the heels of such a dreary night.
the public "interest if we could avoid the ‘and the attention which he has already
" And God knows all about ‘these fights in work as her representative, and he has triumphs over old superstitious must be political convention, or al least the maniCollege and other Matters.
drawn to himself here by his novels of
the shadows.
He puts the true estimate held the states honor and interests as sacred
achieved,
/
fold evils of it. ‘As a channel through **Alton Locke" and “Hypatia” will probThe subscription fo our endowment fund
Their temporary estrangement
upon them all. He notes all the disadvan- things.
which the public may work its will, it comes ably make us all the more interested to see is as follows:
:
tages under which the really brave strug- was" a sad experience to both. We trust it
too near a failure; and that in'more than a and hear and read about him while. he taris
to
end
in
a
fresh
exercise
of
magnanim$B. E. Bates, -»
. The Convention Remedy.
$100,000;
*. gle.of the soul goes on, " He never mis| political sense. Of course there will be no ries smoug us.
Tas
Fducation Society,
25,000:
judges. He knows what is meant when ity, and that they are to clasp hands with
— be
reform until there is something better pro22,007.
‘| Pledged on my "book,
the purpose gets no fair embediment in the even more than the old fervor and trust
The American mind seems to run to con posed in its place, ”
and
affection.
;
deed. And he often sees more to approve
A GExERoOUS OFFER. Mr, Copeland, who
ventions, No matter what object is to be:
Total,
$147,007.
His public career is evidently drawing to promoted, whether it is a very important or
in the soul-life of one who seems to men
loves what is beautiful, perceives its value
only to have succeeded in, keeping the a close. The old majesty of mien is de- a comparatively insignificant one, thehitial
/
Current Topics.
Three thousand dollars are to be raised ;
‘| as an element of culture, knows that there
heart from utter despair, than ip another parting. The stately form begins to bend requirement seems to be a convention, in
———
J
3
are many persons who are prevented and this done, Wm. B. Wood,of Boston,
who makes an impressive parade of the vic- under the. weight of years™and infirmities. which the delegated wisdom of all concerned —~_F1GURES AGAINST RHETORIC. We late- from getting the joy and profit out of stands ready, as he told us at our last Comtorious energy. that fills the air with its His imperial voice is now husky, then shrill, may determine upon the proper means and ly quoted somo statements, from the Bos- such things which they are ready to. yield, mencement dinner, to *‘ do the best he can
to us and being enabled and generously dis- to raise $50,000 in Boston.” And he add‘shouts and banners,— just as he saw a and at times tremulous. His fight with a measures, Ifit is the interests of educa- ton Advertiser which did not seem
yery
wise
or
animated
by
a
very
high-toned
pain-tortured
frame
has
been
scarcely
less
wealth of generosity in the widow's gift of
posed to contribute something to ends of ed: * And you know the promise of some
tion, like those which assembled the comonly inference. that | -this-sort; ashe has done
efore now, sends | men-to-do-the best they can is more than
two’ mites, far exceeding that which was beroic than his warfare against grievous vention in Washington
wot long siuee; or
joined with the rich man’s offerings of gold. wrongs in the body politic. The tired "and of religion, like those which brought about would naturally be drawn from that article us the following note, which we presume the hotes even of other men,” -¢ Thatis a
And'his special sympathy and help .are worn, warrior must soon have rest,~=if not the recent Evangelical Alljance meeting, or is, that rumselling has been steadily in- not a few of our readers will take special good pledge of $50,000 to the college,"
. pledged to those who are forced to fight in a peaceful and honored retirement, then the desire for cheaper transportation of farm’ creasing in Boston during the last few satisfaction in reading and making prac- replied Representative” Frye, ‘and I will
give $500.” Gov. Dingley gave $500 more.
“down their own *despondency with one in a grave that is nearly ready to open. products, or the wish of womén tq vote, or years, that there is a growing contempt of tical. He says:
AS a New Englander, though late, I Myr. Frye paid his before he left, for Washhand, while they srestle down the world’s That, his name is to be an.honored one the protegtion and promotion of the liquor, law in general, and that the prohibitory
sins with the other, Those souls that most } hereafter, that his high character and great interests, or the condition of laborers, their statute is proving such a specific failure and wish to make a New Year's gilt of Beau- ington last November.
tifal Flowers; to adorn the valleys and
I have been hoping that about hesd days
steadily endure the stress and. strain of con- services will command the homage of na- wages and the hours that make mday’s work, such a source of general demoralization hillsides of the land of ‘my youth, I will
. flict have the great Captain of --salvation tiony, and that his words will be quoted
or the secret designs of railroad men to get that all reasonable men and good citizens send, gratis, to any and all the readers of our treasurer: would be receiving letters
ever at their side. ‘He has more “¢heering with peculiar ‘respect in the time to come, control of all interests that may help to pro- would do. a proper thing: in’ banding to- the
Morning~ Star,—only requiring that containing small sums of money; but ‘as
they bear the expense of postage,—one. yet he has not received a dollar. It may
. ‘and assuring words for them thai for: others, are things that are little less than morally mote their own special schemes, or thre in- gether to effect its repeal. adh,
acket each of the following sees, taken be . that our friends are waiting to'sénd in ~~
simply because they ure in greater need of certain. We are grateful over the assur- terests bf carriage-makers and shoe manuThe annual report of the, chief of. Police.
argely from premium plants; viz: Double
such words. To them he especially speaks ance that ‘Massachusetts is to take him, in facturers and ship-builders, or of specie re- in that city conTaTmrTibalated statements German Asters, Hybrid Sweet Williams, their ‘mites together. Let them not waif.
‘his ¢ Fear not;” “I will help thee; «I a generous aud enthusiastic affection, into sumptionists or paper-inflationists, or of which go to show that there was an unpar=| Larkspurs
of diverse colors,
Morning too long. The ogllege has ferty trustees,
will guide thee with niine eye;” “1 will her arms, in the weariness and yearning of one theory of medical practice as .opposed donable disregard of facts in the prepara- Glories, Double Marjgolds. and Zinnias, and nearly. hundred membersin its alumcost sixty cents, et ni; then there are two or three hundred.
lay him in his by - another; or of Masonry
or
Odd tion of that article, as there was an abuse At seed stores, they
‘make darkness light, before thee;” ¢ Be of his later days, and at lengthy
- of logic. ‘Taking into
ness, and keep Fellowshipa or any other of the
account the ' in- them send me, with their names, ten cents ministers that should be specially interest“good courage ;” Mt is your Father's good coffin with a reverent i
only, for expense of printed directions for”
Pe pleasure 0 give you the kingdony:” - Freett
his sepulcher as anwhere many a | -sand and. one. secret. ~organizations in | crease _in _popylation, thre arrests for crime | success, putting up in papers labeled, mails ed. To these may be added men and womwho
the
country,
of
of
milkmen’
or
Boards
are growing less in that city” year by year, ing, and, postage
Christians - especially “have a right to noble youth will take oi vow of fealty to
Widows, orphans, in- en in our churches by.the thousand,
have
only
the
warmest
sympathiés
for
the
valids,
and
all
The
arrests
for
drunkenness
show
a
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Trade,
cloth
mannlscturers
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estitte
families,
may
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"BOLTON, CANADA.

Let all these persons do a Little,

being revived in the Bolton church. The

and- our subscription comes up at once to

the one hundred and fifty thousand ; wherea8, if the work is left to a few, the

:

i
:
added much
to the interest of the" meeting.

The Lord's work is

The
P.

The American Bible Soctety, has just -published the Book of Exodus, in a separate 18 mo, vol:

ministry in th

spirit of God attended the word preached,
sinners yielded to its influence, and some

burden

missions was $82.60, Bro. T,
art to the work of the

|p )

ume, for the use of Sunday schools, in connec-

Script
ure and sermon,
C
and right hand of fell

tion with the International

will be heavy, and the time may be long we trust found the pardoning mercy of)
before these few will be found, One min- ‘God. Wanderers came back, weeping and
he May session will he held with the Hart
ister ‘writes: * Why can not one hundred confessing their wa nderings.
\
church, commencin
at 2 o'clock, P, M.
of us poor folks give ten dollars each ?
That

will make

you

$1,000.

reckon on my ten. Or,

You. may

if it -should suit

“you better t6 add it to the ladies” pledges,
both places, Iwill do so.”

at Hill, N. H,

~~

JT

Com,

.

UNITY

Dixmont.

the pastorate of the Waterloo, Iowa, church,
and will enter upon his { labors
1abo the first of March be

That is, from_persons not Free

of the ladies in Lawrence

raised
for the purpose, just $2 7,060,
considerably exceeded the amonnt of the
And now Mrs. Cheney has. entered
the lists
herotionl * 1

April, he is prepared

master of the Dearbon school, Boston High* lands. The committee have aceepted their
While in Lowell, Dea. Cyrus

Address, Port

Medway,

Nova

Its house

of worship, erected in 1839, was illy arranged in-

side, pulpit large and awkward, with a place for

the choir béhind it. The minister never
feel that he was preaching fo the singers,

of

few years ago

the

inside

could
Buta

was reconstructed

to

New Gloucester, Me., about the time of great benefit. But it was out of the village and
Randall's death. Stinchfield, at his death, | on a high bluff of land. Coming out of it in wingave

She was born

in New Gloucester, Feb. 28, 1788, and died
ia Lowell, Mass., Feb. 25, 1846.
Deacon

Cyrus Latham was born in Gray, Me., now
resides in Lowell, and has owned the watch
since the death of his wife.

is before this branch of Zion.

Des. M. C. Moaqney; one of their most prominent

members, who had most acceptably® filled the
offices of Deacon, Church clerk, S. 8. Supt., and

Society

meet in the evening to offer especial prayer

was very

for them,
The promise is, that, if we ask We shall

Warden.

In

unexpectedly

November

following,

I

dence

Indeed, the

froth the Court St.

the church.

The

pastors

The Society,

Wo ull

of these

during

the

balance duo their furer

year, have

pastor, $110.00;

paid the
put

house, inside and

out, $528.00; other expenses,

$120.00; support of preaching, salary,
$500.00.
I have received above salary by surprise,
donation, and individual presents, $150.00; total—

$1645.00.
My

Main St. church, and

:

Donations.
REV. M. W. BURLINGAME gratefully acknowl-

the family ties will grow stronger and

8. R. EVENS and “wife received a donation
stronger as the years pass away, and as we |
from thelr friends in Apalachin and vicinity on
draw nearer 10 that enjoyment that“js | the
eve of Jan. 29, which, with what has since
eternal.
wo
of Prof.

Howe- died

ones,

;

in Contoocook,

gifts a

f+

Gibson Q. M. Items.
Rev. T. A. Stevens, writing from

a point

powerful work. Rev. H: S. Limbo
cker
was with us a fow days and rende
red us
;

but God

is moving them to build them houses of worship

es

grace,

Our church in Bera precious work
of

More than forty have

ened, several of whom

converted.

have

Many. are

been

alread

anxious,

houses which have been abandoned.

The

and

Juck-

Bro,

Pres-

son church is a strong church,

cott is doing a good work there, preaching to

them every Sabbath,
The last session of the Q. M. was held in Danawakbeen | v ille, Jan. 81, Feb. 1. Owing to bad’ traveling

“and

a| the churches did not all report,but what letters

great many are serious.
were cheering and reports hopeBacksliders. are werd
ful. Areceived
very good
session. was enjoyed. A de
being reclaimed and the church revived.
ided missionary spirit is developing itself, and
The meeting has been in progress about | Women’s Mission Societies are being
formed.
two weeks,
:
W. WHITACRE.
One in the Thomphon church has raiséd $13.00

:

.

:

y

at

B

BERRTYIL
ville,
Va., EE,
of theVa.ShenThe
andochureh-a¢
ah Valley Berry
s
Mis-

.

..|

sion, is enjoying
a very precious revival at
‘the present time. This, added to the good
work amongst the students of Storer Normal School,is very cheering to us all.

since June, with only. five'paying members,—I

find excellent,

warm

hearted

brethren

ters here, who desire this evangelistic
continue,
Eh

:

. —
er
ro
Quarterly |Meetings.

Bro.

and

sis-

work to
£41
vim

.

:

sin, and others are inclining towards the

narrow way!. The church also looks after

ie

21st of March.
D. Fisk, Clerk.

:

nd

i

d

J

A

.

CoM.

| our missionary

Vv

A

e ec

t;

being

present

with

us,

H. J. BROWN,

others

at 10 o’clock, A. M.

Q. M. will

its
t Unity, March 6—8 JMarel
Teh

j

mend to
gage their
period of time, w ith
that the relationship betw
may be sundered at the ex
three months after suitable
desire for the termination
has been made by either par
Next session with the 1st:
mencing Tuesday, March 8.
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possible
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Post

Office

M

Canada currency (except serip) is
quite as acceptable as-U, 8. bills.
Letters on business have been receiv
ed at this
office from Alvin Cooper, Josiah Dewey
and J.C,
without the name of town or state,
If
they or their friends should notice
this,
requested to inform us of their reside
nces, °

been

made

Star and

other

papers

with

may,be made

him, but 1t will ordinarily

be

business with this office direct.
Letters

D:

tion of his soul.

Dodge

of Erie,

Of N. Ln

Frederick A, C
h ot F.

2!

Feb.

and most artist
r. Edward Eggle

best to do that

ters

. Also Proprietors of Scovill’s Blood and Liver
Roy's Troches, Oxygenated
Bitters, Mott’s Liver Pills,
&e.
JOHN F. HENRY, CURRAN & CO.,
464
8 and 9 College Plice, New York.

Ask

Clarke's New Method

:

doing.

W.T.

inancial

‘than

Great

of

**

Belle Plain, Min." (2)
|, Pittsfield, N H,

T A Parker. spartansbur,
Wm P Clarke, N

=

’

©
Pascoag

Home

Crisis

ever

ORGANS,
First-Class Mak.

vices for cash, or on

in City

» Vt, per UD Burgin,
FMV,
in Houlton, Me per Wp Kinney,

Winner's New School for Cabinet Organ, .75
Olarke's Reed Organ Companion,
2.00

Are all excellent
Reed Instruments.
The above books
retail priee.

OLIVER BITSON

Boston,

and

popular

cheap

sent, post paid,

& co,,

[2t5)

books

on

for

receipt

CHAS, H. DITSON

of

& Co,

.71tBr'dway, N.York,
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4% Notice CHAPEL EDITION, of the * Hymns and

Tunes” and CHEAP EDITION of the
Send for SPECIMEN PAMPHLET.

A.

and

before

S BARNES

&

Hymns only."
Address,

STREET, BOSTON.
[]

Orc

trated ‘Catalogues
fo the rad
Churches,

made from 50 cts.

1

Sinday

.

COMPANY,

NEW YORK, or 32 BROMFIELD
.eow30t24
!

Induce: ments

New York,

Balt{-

-KIDDER'S PASTILLES..,
(then13tfromOct1)

Mission,

ch, R I, per H 1 Hopkius,

Price, B'ds $2.50; Cloth $3.00; Full Gilt $4.00,
Oarhart’s Melodeon Instructor,
$1.50
Olarke’s $1 Instructor for Reed Organs,

12 Samples seit (

Call and examine, or

stage

free)

for 50 cts.,

that retail quick for $10.
Ry L. WOLCOTT, 181 Chatham Square, N. Y
2.eowly

SURE of SUCCESS fete Sites svar:

profitable and legitimate. Article needed in every
. amily, sells to fou satisfaction. Addres
sJERFER«
son C MEMICAL
MANUFACTURING CO., Phlladelpiiin;,
Yy
.
\
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1s a positive care for Sciatica

ST
Dodge, Prairie
A Ra
pg anton,City, McDonough Co, 111.
Ohio, via

are com,
ee 1;
the day ;—Airs,

Josgeljn,

EVIVAL =

L Hutchins, Garland, Me,

of

from Operas, &c.,
pieces in all, none difficult
to play, and all bright and pleasing.
:

Henry

HIXYVMIN AND
UNE
BOOK.
FOR THE MILLION. Enla vged.
little work
contains 96 pages of choice Revival This
Bym
rayer and Social
Schools and Congregation
g
gems, we would name : ‘Wh 8.
in
th
e, Poor Sinner
win
ur
im Out.”
“QO, Be Saved.”
“Almont
| Persunded.” “Fesus Died 10 Save
Me.”
“NH Love 1¢' Tell the Story.”
“Save; O Jeaye” and “Fesas of Nazareth Passeth
)y paper, BO cents, mailed ; $15
.
per hundrad; boards. 20
$20 per hundred,
Publishers, HO RACE WAT ERS & Sg,

» aluther Ellis, Waterloo, Iowa.

size,

Whltzes, Reveries, Selectic.
&¢.,200

er’s religions w
ION.
B
pays to canvass!
what our a ends are -

WATERS

] Schools, etc.

at Wellington,in the

pages, of full Sheet Music

ndsome fellows! The prettiest
pagiven by any

ianos, Concerto

8 B Young, N Foster, RI.
“J L Lesher, La Porte City, Towa.
J Newbold, Hillsboro, Iowa.
JM Brewster, N Scituate, R I,
att8t Johnsbury, Vt.
Ensign, Litchfield, Wich,
‘* E 8 Johnson, Whitefield, N +1,

. Its

filed with

and see
J. B. FORD &
Cincinnati, Chicago, and San Francisco,

Iments,

Rev
**
‘*
*

ORGAN AT HOM

Sa:

iss Wenefree L.

00 PIANOS AND

Forwarded,

studies, but to its admirable collection of

130 pieces
of the best Reed Organ music, adapted
exquisite taste and skill to the purposes ot the with
work.

O. R. Potter, Mr. Edwin
Pa. » and Miss Louise L. Turner,

11, by Rev.

ORGANS.

Price $2.50.

Nocturnes, Marches,

B. F. Pritch-

Mr.

REED

The immense sale of this favorite method may
be
ascribed, not only to its thorough instruct
ive course.
accompanied with the needful scales, exercise
s and

Price

Chromdiweady for immediate delivery.

Books

FOR
-

A'S

H. Chappell,

|,

Syrup, Carbolic Salve,

e R. Swift, both of N. I..

supplied.N

HORACE

of Biblical Archwmology,edited by 8. Birch, LL. D.

SPITTING OF BLOOD,
CROUP,
*
WHOOPING COUG

olis, Minn:, Feb. 5, b
annibal Bisbee, Jrs,o!
88, of Crystal La

8

Received.

G.

cond-Hand,
{ | ers, will be sold at Lower

|

ASTHMA, .

SYRUP

Eo

Rev.

Feb.3, at the residence of

through

bon church, coms"
!

He has recently been baptized.

It may not be too late to effect a cure even after the
doctors
have given you up.
:
HALL’S BALSAM is sold everywhere, and m.
be had at wholesale of the PROPRIFIORE, JOHN
HENRY, CURRAN & CO., at their Great Medicine F.
Warehouse, 8 and 9 College Place, New York. Price
$1 per bottle.
HALL’S BALSAM is also a sure remedy for
COUGHS,
COLDS,
PNEUMONIA,
BRONCHITIS,

and all

20

and

P. Hayes,

|}

attended services -at chureh through curiosity,
but soon became deep!
interested for the salya-

WHILE LIFE LASTS THERE IS HOPE.

0.,at the residen ce of H L. Dodge.

Heffron, 250 State St., Chicago, for the sale
of
our denominational and Sabbath school books.
Th ey may
be purchased there at the same price
We charge at this office, Remittances for the

our churches that
‘pastors for an ine
the Jnderstanding
astor and people

senior member

opPRESSIVE TIGHTNESS ACROSS THE LENGS, andthe heals
the lacerated and excoriated surfaces which
the
venom of the disease produces.

Constipation,

4) Rand and Miss

J.

Books in Chicago. have

Jan.

;

and all other diseases of the respiratory
organs.

d Miss Carrie A, Roberts,
est Waterville, Jan. 28,
Rev. 8. Bowden,
eorge 8. Cunliff and Mis
arcia A. Stevens,
h of Smithfield, Me.
In French Creek, Oct. 27, , by Rev.
Johnson,
Mr. Daniel Boss, of Co: ITY, Pa., andWm,Mrs.
Irene

A

Arrangements

Deerfield,

PER

WEEK

.

Balsam for the Lungs,

sent on re$2.75.
Co.,
Néw York.

Attacks,

BABY

In Cape Elizabet
ard, M5 Edwin H.

s

:

of the churches in a great number of localities.”
A correspondent of the
Baptist,
London,

the

In

WM. HALLS

relieves

113 Maiden Lane, N. Y.

Registered letters still com @ to this office charg
ed
Jifteen cents. Since Jan. 1st eight cents is
the price.
If Post Masters are not in formed
ot the change,
those making remittances will do well
to refer them
to the published statemen ts in the United State

ugego

HALL'S BALSAM IS THIS REMEDY,
1t breaks up the NIGHT SWEATS,

Sold by druggists.

Publisher's Notes.

*“ the fact that, for ‘a long while to
e Sabbath school must do the work

denomination

Bilions

DE

ng

or

is the best preparation in the
the complexion. It imparts world for beautifying
rosy freshness to the skin.
ce. Is not injurious. , Sold
or sent by Mail. Price 50 cents

Rev. J. F. Smith. Mechanics Falls. Me.

The Baptists of the South, it is8uid, are-roee

the Baptist

MADAME

Addresses.

A. M. JONES, Clerk.

found

growth will soon indicate.
35 cents per bottle.

HENNNEPIN Q. M. will hold its next
n with
1 Lake and Brooklyn church,sessio
March 6—
-N. HERRICK, Clerk.

RELIGIOUS MISCELLANY,

holds that he has

Lungs

your children will never be sick. It
cure sour stomach, dysenter
wind colic, &ec. Gives relief in teething. Pleasant to take,
phine, Relieves your child b Din
oF mot.
mg it to sleep, as its restored heal

Clerk.

v

is compose¥ of Roots,

DR.

MOTHERS, READ
and

f meeting, 4 miles north o

A.W. CRAWFORD,

all

VEGETINE

Clerk.
‘NOTHING BETTER.”
Cutler Bros. BosF
ton, celebrated
with the Steéphen- | ETABLE PULM
ONARY BALSAM, for Colds and VEGConencing Frida, ¥,P. M.,at 1 o'clock,
I. B. COLEMAN, Clerk.

Clerk.

This medicine is the VEGE-

bl

and
Herbs. It is very pleasant to take; every Barks
child likes
it. Sold by all Druggists.
4t5

needle-work,

Tonic—For Dyspepsia,

MILLER’S

through

with ts
on ;
correcting diseased action, and restoring fi oundati
vital powers, creating a healthy formation and purifica
tion
of
the blood,
driving out disease, and leav]
Nat

B Q. M. will be held
» comm

KEEP

t to

,
It extends its influencpurifier.
e into every part of the: hu.
man organism, commencing

with the

) Q. M. will hold its next
sant church, commencin,

with

ration of two or
resentation of a
of the relationship

term

BENJ. FoGa,

at 2 o’clook, Pp. M.
E. ROBINSON,

of the

recommend

ter;

hold its next session with

and, wh
we believe such a
practice to be prejudicial to ch
Ininisterial usefulness, by undul y shorte
ning the
time of pastoral labor, therefore
Resolved, 1. That w e hereby

hold

being deposited

nctions of the body.

BY THE

ve

Sick-headache,

humors

of disease.

Cail we

TINE, the

$39.00
Treas.

derangements of Liver, Stomdch and Bowels.
your Druggist for it. BEWARE OF IMITATI
ONS,

ist church, Feb. 37—March

done was the
of the following r
witha request
y be published in the Star:
ereas, the practice of em ploying pasto
rs by
ns Wmpst- without ex-

our churches to dispen se as far ag

Debility,

R.I. RUSSELL, Clerk.

w

f this Q. M. and

Cathartic and

cement

6.00

Best and Oldest Family Medicine.—SAxNFORD’S LIVER INVIGORATOR.—A purely Vegetable,

Com.

M. will hold its next sessi
with
nosourg Falls, commencingon Marc
h

usiness

"denomination;

Saturda
E. WiNsLow,

,

n and fiscase j and

perform its allotted task.

WILEOR,

tions
2, or finished in silver plate for
Address The McKee Manufacturing
309 Broadway,
AGENTS WANTED.

ANSON Q. M. will hold its
3 n next session with the
ingfield church, commencing

-

:

:
TIVE REMEDY.
3
Consumption is NOT an incurable disease. Physicians assure ls 0 ¥his Jact. 1t is only necessary
Chemist;
to have the RIGHT REMEDY, and the terrible malady
| can be conguered.
ol,

Chest,

with ladies, in the p
its

Clerk.

APP

3.00

Society.

ovember 20, 1872.
This simple and ingenious Mac, hine
is as useful as
the Sewing Machin:
and is fast becoming

c

gren

f.

175 Tudor Street.

the entire8, in
8
rhetimatism,
numerous other complaints?
No
secan
be
in the body without first being generated 1n thie
;
and no
disease can possib 7 be in the body blood
if the
blood is pure. It is of
importance tv know
what medicine will purify
and renovate the blood
eradicate the disease, renew vitality, mentall
hysically, and instil fresh vigor into all they an
vital

4

Exhibition of 1872.
John E. Gavit, Rec. Sec’y.
Barnard, Pres,
«Samuel D. Tillman, Corres

C. 0. L1BBY

in

roduce
pimples, eruption
tion, costiveness, headasher en s, and

1 meet the wants of every

WAUPUN Q. M. will ho 1d
the Waupun church, com
mencing Friday,
Conference opened at 2 o’clo
ck, P. Mm.

“yet

these
1 bod:

w=

work being much more handsom
th Dare i
e. No
lady’
time and not one-t:
» Cor. . Sec Sec. | toilet
part
the expense.
No with3
is now com enth
without
it. A Machine
its next session with illustrated circular plete
and full instruc

ae

with
Jan. 28—25.
Only
es belonging to

Thé Bagsters of London,snnounee the first volthe temporal wants of its minister, having | ASHCABULA
Q."M.~Heldits last session: with umegof a series of “ Records of the Past,” being
translations of the Asyrian and Egyptian Monugiven him about $80 during the last~six | profitable
the church Hosting
in New wis
Lyme,enjoyed.
Jan, 23,Bro.1874.Frost,
A [Tents, published with the sanction of the Society
months in addition’tg salary
.

The ordination of Bro
missionary willftake place in the eveni
. at 7, P.M., in the
Friends are invited to beWashington street

.

J. D. Veney, who has cee’ a student .at stonCASS & BERRIEN Q. M.~Held its winter ses. county of Somerset. Her name is Retty Mogwith the church at Sumnerville, Dee. 27 and
ford, -8he is a native ot-Wellington, one hun:
Harper’s Ferry, is the successful minister at 28, The attehdance was good, and
everything
:
was
harmonio
us, The churches are generally dred and three years old, and bas been a memBerryville.
A. H. Morrell.
trying to live and walk in gospel'order. Preach- ber of the church more
than eighty years.
.
:
:
Sr
En
Eid. J. H. Darlingand Ed. Bates. - We
A young Japanese nobleman, who went
M. feel encouraged to go onward and
a
No. DaxviLLe, Vr. Bro. Houghtaling | upward,
thankful that there is no distebing about a year ago to the University at Michigan,
is witness

ing a revival work at this: place. | element iu our midst and that the Lord
is wit
.
Three or four are rejoicing in pardén of. 8.‘Next
y
session at Mason the

.Mission.
®The Executive Committee o f the F.
B. For. Miss.
Society will meet at the offic e,
Wednesday, March
4, at 11, A. M.,

me

10% | “Blood is the lifeis ofthe theco flesh,”

.
Embroidering and Fluting Machines. ;

——

Foreign

2t7

.604

Amepican Institute,
© TO J. W. MoKEE,

for the transac
tion of business. - -

sults, and they labored not
resent, and a new impet
Bro. Carr, missionary to
Northern Areostook, and a number of the brethren from the Aroosto ok Q. M., were present and
rendered valuable aid

BOWDOIN Q.-M. —Held its last session with the
Auburn church,
The meetings were well aftended, the social
8 were especially in-teresting. Among the

in the business parts of their towns. They are
able to do it. . There is a lack of laborers in this

efficient aid. Our meetings still continue, |
Q: M.,—only ohe or two churches out of 8 have
y
:
R.L:H.
preaching all the time.
There are two meeting

Berwick, OHIO.
wick, O.,, is enjoying

ly interesting and
number of conversions among the Sabbath sch ool
scholars here
which added ve:
much to the interest of the
session, by affordi ng a stimulus to the ministers
and bréthren pres
or for immediate re-

Next session with the Milton church.
A. B. WALTERS, Clerk.

in

worshiping

school-houses, in rather back places,

.

while fhey are {Joung. Sih

MRS, ELLEN

early symptoms’ of | THE GREAT AMERICAN CONSUMPat hand’ which will

A.B.

AWARDED

go

bloc
olin w

,%:00 | culate with the blood, causin

IPFLOMEA,.

GREAT IN.

, Madison, Ind.

Notices and Appoi

HOULTON Q. M.—HelTits Jan,

the church at Alva.
business of the Q.
was transacted with harm ony, and the meetin M.
gs |

letter, and

J. WOO

:

circulation of the blood is the life of the body,

—— |

of the

onl y by

t

. the sores

now she Sleeps

Cl

In the cure of Co ughs, Colds, Asthmas, Bronchitis
Coughs, Scrofulousa
umors, and all
ve Symptoms, it

Manufactured

owels

1030 | Blood
circuit
Most anyny Yera
atess freely;
interrure,netlh
when ythe
its" free course.

Wilbor’s Cod Liver Oil and Lime.—The
great popularity of this safe and
preparation is alone attributable to its eflicacious
intrinsic worth.

1 complaints

id

CIRCULATION OF THE BLOOD, ‘
The

aa1|

:

disease, when an agent is thus

w.

% | = South Boston, J uly 10, 181.

1d & Cornish church,

et no one neglect the

ou

be

Special Notices.

Condition

Sold b y all Druggists.

TORED.—A

RES

GEORGE

E. SMITH, Clerk.

church, recently organized, was receiv
ed into
A revival is in pro, ress in all three the
of
the churches composing
e Q. M. *We were
encouraged by the labors ol
of Little Sciota Q. M.

thirty have been reclaimed | With the Union Gibson church,
considering the
and hopefully converted, and the church is ength of time the meetin
gs continued. The ¥
!
greatly encouraged.
Very many are still | Thomps
in

EARING

+» WHI please notify the clerk

church,

Cavalry

Pike’s Toothache Drops cure in 1 minut
e.

next

to Q. M.

FAIRPORT, N. Y.” A deep revival inter- |
and at Union Gibson, with some good accom- est is being enjoyed by the Fairport church, | plished
at each place. There was a good ‘work
N.Y. About

is for Amore

the

JACKSON Q. M. —Held its last session with the
Huntington chu rch, Jan, 24 and 25.

at Thompson

on and Gibson churches are

entertain

L. B. TASKER, Clerk.

be Gibson Q. M., says :—~We have had meetin
gs

since Decémber in West Lenox,

D
anxious, and the prayer

the interest of the meeting,
Any church wishing to

for missions was $16.

Dec.

unting

the presence

ion will be held in Jackson.

$100.00, for which sincere gratitude is'felt.

0. B.C.

Revivals, &c,

>

ed

by their friends
81. by a pleasan
t visit and

with

Crittenton’s, 7 6th Avenue.

an

L.A. DEMERITT,

N. H...”™

he; r
gathering there; ang
om her bedti

kept

ing. yo

.

Pp

out with a

Jour chilarenl

.
AU; a friend,

Mission

Parsonsfield, Me,

, DO XOT MADLY RISK CONSUMPT
ION when a few
drops of Hale's Honey of Horehoun
d and Tar, will
inevitably cure cough 8, colds,
catarrah,
and every other ailment leadin g
to that awful mal-

d themselves for

REV. J. C. 0S500D and wife were kindly jemember

.
She was loved inx Maine
no less than in
. Rhode Island.” God sustain our broth
er,
and tenderly care for his motherless little

We were fa vored

» and it is hoped

The | “lary:

of the 8th inst.

nights

Woman's Miss. Soc., Casco 8t ch, Portland,
Me, per 20.00
F B church, 8-Gorham, Me,

ver,
Hover

; and I

and trouble for some
days
heard of the VEGETIN
E, and determined to ry it.
fy ‘Et has on
Dlossing to me and my child. It
cléansed from

©. 0. LIBBY,

Powders for the use of the Ca va'ry
horses, no doubt
the Union would have been r- estore
d long ago.— Zz.

Sec, ‘of. the Foreig
Mission, whose words of ¢ heer added .much nto
.

‘| been received, amounts to $60,00 in excess of

I have a sad word to say in closing.

wife

spiritual.

the session was on
The meetings of business and of efable interest.
the guidance of the new Consti
and order of business, were very nicely conducted by the presiding offi
cott and D. Calley. As the ques ’s E. H. Prestions of the new
programme of business were
put by the chair,
respecting chureh reco
stor’s salary, mission collections, communioh, prayer and confer
ence meetings,
y pleasant and profitable
discussion arose
much knowledge of the
state of our ch
S was gained,
Downing related his Christian experience :
and
call to the gospel mini stry, was examined before
the conference, and his exami nation being
‘sat» & council was chose
on service at Ell sworth.
Churches desiring protracted meetin gs will addres
s Revs. L.
Given, Meredith Villa
; D. Calley, No. .SandL. B. Tasker, Sa; ndwich Center.~There
a
good revival in
worth, in the 3d church
in
Holderness, and an i mproved state
fous interest in some other places in th

:

salary

’8

eld its last session with the:
lat, Jan, 27—29, Th
not the usual attendance, vet the session was
quite profitable,
preaching was earnest and

this association wer

St. churches, eat, and drink, and talk,
and
laugh, and sing, and pray together, three edges a donation from his friends in Georgiaville, on the evening of Jan. 23, 1874, and
at
or four times a year, and the result will
be | other times, of $125.00.
.
‘
.
that,

Gi

churchybas secured th

Rev. O. Di: Patch
as a
inckley
ns since
churches are feeling

the 1st Bridgewate r
nine of the twent y-

we

her two daughters, the Court St. and Pine

no

al
00

Wis, per A C Hogbin,

Woman’s

} and dur- consecutive
8?

t
I doctored
her (or worms, but jt did it
os nearly tired

to do for her.

152.92

B.

THIS!

Blessing!

have not had two

A friend of missions per Inco;

F.

Great

'

SILAS CURTIS,

Mrs Chas Glines,1
E L Oliver, Hydé Park,

We noticed in one of our exch
anges this week the
John Hodgkins, of South Jefrerson, Me., whose & on. was..cured
of incipinet consumption by the use of Johnson
’s Anodyne Liniment.
We refer to this at this time as fending
to corroborate the statement we made
last week in relation to
this Liniment as applied to éon
If Congress had emplo yed
as much scientific skill
in the arrangement of it
construction Policy”
at the close, as the War De partm
ent did in the beginning of the war, in arranging
forthe manufacture
of what was eal

was harmonious » reports of churches

:
SANDWICH Q. M. —Held its
last session

with us, that we may work | pastor for the prosperity
of the society, the saltogether; and become such a power in Lew- | vation of
souls and the glory of God.
:
iston as we can not be in any other way.
4
E. W. RICKER.
mother, the

4.

Saws. | which

Concord, N. H,

Lafayette QM,

Roars Building

Hiat.the Oct & Jan sesdi J

Mem, Mase, to con. Rew L Given,Mer-

, | statement of Dea.

EYMOUTH, Clerk,

mn

place two flirnaces, total cost, $233.00; painting

three

divin

through at the toe? Try them.

a full determination
strengthen the thin 8 that remain, and to add to
our borders if possi le. Business of conference

occasion was one of
Next session at West Pittsfield,
may ba'expected by those who come Ci
from Pittsneld Village. ©
e place of méeting,

needed

the

their

h

EXETER Q. M. —Held its last session at Garland." The atte
ce was not large, but the

has been promptly paid every
churches once conferred together on the
| month. The society will enter upon the present
question of organizing a Free ‘Baptist So| Year with its bills all paid, except a small amount
;
.
:
due from tax on
pews towards
paintin
house.
cial Union; and 1 will say that T think
society ry Store
there should be no delay in the formation I find the hn
geoerous, warm-hearted people, dwelling toof such an association.
It is the one thing | gether in peace, earnest
ly laboring with their
that is

Let

to accommodate themselves ‘to

W. P. KINNEY, Clerk.

than
The

Sabbath school has increased in ‘numbers, and
is in a flourishing condition, under the faithful,
devoted labors of its Supt., Mr. Curtis P.
Chesley.

regret that he must leave us, and we all
pray for his restoration to health. There
is still perfect unanimity in sustaining Bro.
Bowen in his work in the Main St. church,
and his work is well known in all our

churches.

The Sabbath attendance has increas-

ed, and the prayer meetings. bave more
doubled, both in attendance and interest.

Pine St.

church.

their

in the enjoymenttof religion now, who were
not
twelve months ago. Eleven have been added
to

Society is largely indebted to them, as well
as to its pastor, for its great success. from
the beginning.
3
The state of Bro. Fernald’s health takes

~ him

become

year ago. We have had through the year
a good
religious interest. Some over thirty are
living.

reduced to $600. The balance will soon
be lifted. Bros. Wood and Patterson subeach.

for me to accept the call to

minister, which I did after much prayer, .entering upon its duties, not without * fear and much
trembling,” the first Sunday in. February, one

debt on the Pine Sf. church was $8,000.
This debt, within ‘a week or two, has been

scribed 81,000

yet seemed

invited to supply for

them one Sabbath. I did so, and continued to
supply for nearly three months, during which
receive, and if we do ask we shall receive. - time I had received
a license from the New Dur.
This is plain enougl® Certainly, the ham Q. M, It seemiedto be the will of Provi-

churches have no reason to complain of a
want of ministers; if they do not ask them.
I write from Lewiston. Bro. Burgess has
done a great work ina short time.
The

The

Did you ever.seon chila that did
not have h¥es
through the toes of its shoes
youwdid they were
protected by SILVER TIPS.
They never wear

A. G. WILDER, Clerk.

after, they met with a great loss in the death of

tions of learning at the family altar, or

*

CLEVELAND Q. M. —Held its winter term with
the church at Hine kley, commenc
.and continuing ove r the Sabbath,
Slice ihe Hivision, | 8 composed of Clevela
nd,
nckley,
‘Liverpool, and Royalton churches, all
of which were re;
sented.
The delegates “who
were present, altho
question the wis-

aT

ALTON, N. H. The Freewill Baptist church
dnd Society at this place, about the middle of
the year 1872, was left ‘without a pastor.
Soon

Our brethren will pardon me if [ suggest
to them the observance of the day of prayer
for colleges. It occurs on Thursday, the
26th inst. If no more, on that day let our
brethren and sisters remember our institu-

ik

Purkis, ©

r

,
Har isburg, Pa, per O C Hills,
oud To Mies on, Pox fn cog.
Root, Dekalb Center, I

an thus circumstanced
Whatever may be tho ught
:
of her theolo

as ts pastor, whom we welco-laborer in the Master's
ter fwas disagreeable indeed.
church reports
Within a few
our last
months it has been moved to the border of the
t
a revival spirit in
village, a spire is being put on, and otherwise
ored with the labors
greatly improved. Rev, A. 8. McLean is the of Rev. P. Randall, of
Lorain Q. M., and
preacher, and with increased workings of the Rev. Ira Slater, of the Ashtabula.
Next session with the Liverpool church, comDivine Spirit in the membership, a bright future
.mencing May 22

it to his daughter, Betsey Stinchfield,

first wife of Cyrus Latham.

M

any

fn Com,

years in spite of disastrous influences.

woth, in the day of it, thirty dollars.
‘This is its history: It was conveyed by
Stinchfield,

with

ACTON, ME." The church has progressed for

bull’s “eye,” silver, and

Ephraim

correspond

Scotia,

of the trustees of the @ollege, give nle, as
a present to the college, Randall's watch.

to Rev.

to

church or individual relative to pastoral or other |

gospel work.

Latham, father of C. H..Latham. Esq., one

Randall

A .

Bed) by doe

Worth a Dollar a Drop.
J
Motheré, are your little ones fretful? Andis yotr
patienc
e almost exhausted IR Valo olforte to forse
15.50

can be no doubt of her domestic fajthf
Foreign Mission,
u
A
The Rockford, l., Jministers
have
signed
a
d by letter or dele
church in Deerfield, N, H., and in regular stand‘| bond not to subscribe for books
was well attended and was
‘just “fo
ing, «
3
sake of your name, y
Mov
J
for the [5
n was taken after
morning
services Tor Home Mission cause, Wish to purchase books that are good
for
noth- | Dea 8 © Danforth,
. REY, THEODORE H. CROWELL having resigned | to the amount of $4.00, ; »
decline to be bribed by the
an's Kor, Miss. 8o., Johnstown, Wis. per
offer
Next session with the Broughton church. the
the pastorate of the Free Baptist church in Port
into even a quass re commendation Postville, Towa; por I
last Friday in Feb,
Medway, N. 8., to take effect the last. Sabbath in
:
of them to their parishioners.
JAMES
H, OpELL, Clerk,

M., of Lawrence, Rev. J. E. Dame, A. M.,
of Lowell, and Mr. H. P. Gage, A. M.,

English

~~

th was a source

«
few
restored her health, Astren
gth and

the VEGETINE

150...

.

great benefi
from t
the

MOTHERS, READ

A

uglass, Hillsdale; Mioh, per M
freedm

Chepablietch, 1 i, per L
Col bfthe Sandwich dN

has receiv

Boston, a

:i

R:7.00, Haw Patch

! } in defense of her'*

a clerical antagonist,

of

pe

r UR Holt, ,
h, per G P Linderman,

Douglass, ex, fo

@aughter

ia

a

the Register for the year 1874, is pastor of the

Mrs. A. M. Wade and Mrs.R. R. Harriman,—$5 apiece. The committee to award
the prizes are Rew, A. L. Houghton,A,

It- is an

Estate of Mrs Avery, Miss,

phia
ly discussed this Ministers’ Conference recent- | Rom
question : “ Is it just and expedient to exempt church property from taxa-

who offer the third prize to the Junior class |
REV, IRA EMERY, whose name is left out of

appointment.

It

A Sore of Great Auziery,

My

ed
$50 | | of2se oi Vatu
declin
2,00
anxiet;, to Her
all of her

P'

can

obtained separately for eight cents,

want of a pastor,

at our ext Commencement, are Mrs. B. P,
Babb, Mrs. L. E. Hogle, Miss Mary Dow,

-

Sanborn, Barnston,

The “Presbyterian Memorial church,
New | Goodrich
per Geo H Howard,
York, Rav, Charles 8, Robinson, D. D., pastor,
Q. M.~Held its Dec. session with ‘the by a united effort in
toh, *
i
the congregation, have paid
seuwici'ch, 3.0, Davicson ch, 3.00,
and Plymouth chu reh, at Plymouth
oh,
off
Mich
their
entire
floating debt, The sum
n account of the bad travel

-Baptists, 815,111. - From
Free Baptists,
‘$6,806; total as above,
$22,007.« Over | ‘Rev. FE. DAVISON proposes to ‘close his del
two-thirds is from outside the denomina- ‘pastorate in Hill, N, H.,, April 1, and would like
fo correspond with Free Baptist churches in
tion.
Si
ws
.

The names

The Gospel of Mark

5.00

540

Me, per P § Burbank,

is bound in muslin, with flexible covers, and sold
for six cents.

8],

Tdlow,

tiie North Vt,
Camb

|

In answer to the question of a friend,— a{
Ministers and: Churches.
“4 How muchof your subscription is’ from
:
‘membersof our denomination ?” I will say, | REV, JAMES J. HALL has accepted a call to

$6,806,

series of lessons.

MARION Q. M.: —Held, its winter session with
tion?” Dr, Wayla
the Bérwick chu rch, Jan, 8 and 4. Very
National . Baptist,
\roads prevented the attendance of a la
Prof.. Osgood ahd others
a rgued the negative ;
tl
.D, Frost, missionary elect, Dr. Hensbn, Pro Pepper a nd-others
the affirmand added much to the interest of
Ative, ‘Thisis a q uestion that is attracting inTwo churches reported revivals.
creasing attention,
n with the thurch in Laru
;
G
¥

have been converted andsreclaime d during
the brief pastorate of Rev. F. E. Davison

put it in my wife's name,and if I should feel,
before you get through, that I can stand in

H Penne

ih

oR
©

.

Prt

a 3
Kon

I

oa

and expenses pad. ‘We
in every County

? Wire Co., 130 Maiden Lane,
!

, Rhe
tism, Neuralgia, Spinal Complaint, Contxac
ted
Cords, Lame
Back, Sprains, &. From 2
61
battles
cure oases given up by physicians. “The oly wll
min cure for
Sciatica. Large bottles; $1.50;
small bottles, 75 cts. Sold by alt

=p Write

for

a Price

List to

JF. A.

ists,

lyeowll

HINSTO N,

0 to 250 res!

where selling our new seven strand WHITE PLATINA
CLOTHES LINES. ‘Sell readily, at every house, Sam.
Jes i”
Girard Fi ¢ Mills, Philadelphia, *.
a.
:
Bh
meow
v
~
a
’
i

T

(3

Gleam.

and though

driving was not, unlimited

he reckoned

;

the prayer mecting, but I neversing

that, seeing it was J, he'd hitch her ap;
and so he did, and with the horse before

A

an

and

beside ge

.| me, and Hannah

{llumed the darkness of my dream,

Like early morning’s welcome ray.

{ could not see the mystic power
That bridged the intervening years,
Nor why, at miduight’s silent hour,
appears,
The joy of long

append Fag

' Tm told ’twas but an idle dream,
A ocsstle glittering in the air.

who healeth all our diseases, who redeewmeth. our
lives
from
destruction,
who
¢towneth us with loving kindness and

here.”
« Are you afraid of snakes ?” asked r

But this T know,—Spring’s softest tints

The wind was playingin the light;
Amid a group of boys and girls,

it bore aloft my truant kite,
And lightly tossed my flaxen curls.
My heart went sailing through the aif

2 Upon the rudely painted toy

The birds that chanted everywliére

Seemed the exponents of my joy.
»

* Is sparklingin those crystal founts.

And there was one,—I see her now,
As in that springtime 160g ago,
Who from the doorway watched to see
The airy thing dart to and fro.

And she could see, with andimmed eye,
Through depths of azure far away,
Where fields of richer glory lie

»

!

fragrant bough of spring,
its fitful fight,
fancy tinted wing,
earth my broken kite;

a

Hannah, in

¢ No,” suid

Were touching all the sky with gold;
The fields and flowers were strangely fair,
And rich in perfume as of old.

charactgristic

of the

terrible plague that infests t hose cities.”
¢ Oh, you don’t know,” said Hwnah..
‘| ¢* It don’t make much difference where you
live. The plague’ll come where it's orIt's a judgment, child,
dainedkto come.
and the only wonder is thaf we don’t have
| more of it; *cause folks are so awful wick-

And, sweeter than the song of birds,
It brought the welcome, quick relief.

N And then a kindly hand was there, +
Repaired my kite, and painted o'er,” *

ed.”

We had readicd the bushes now

On colors variable and bright,
The rents the wanton branches tore.

and

be-

Only a dry, sour berry,
Zan to look’ abot.
The
here and there, greeted our eyes.

The earth a- cup of sweeter joy
To mortal lips hath seldom given,
Than when my newly painted toy
Went sailing towards the clouds of heaven.

briers weve robbed of their glory.

It

was

too evident that we had been pteceded by
busy fingers, and I looked at Hannah to
laugh nipped in the
find my proposed
bud by a doleful long-drawn sigh as she

at rést

Beyond the skirting skies of gold, _

complained,

And many a fragrant Spring hath blessed
The memory of those days of old.

¢“ Wa-al, I

ba’

might

0 gentle power! O welcome sleep!
O mystic, silent-gliding stream,

¢ Never

mind,”

laughed

known

this year,

we shouldn’t, have any berries
folks are so awfully wicked.”

I bless these visions as they sweep

1.

* Come

“along this path to the other side of the

Across the shadows of my dream.

her mouth open.

tone between a drawl and & groan, “I go tendér mercies.
my way and they go their’n.”
« That is pleasant,” said I, ** but I hard~ For Young Folks
————
»
%
*
| ly think we ‘shall find them numerous, in
this vicinity.”
:
Pick up the minutes, young folks, says
“ La’ child, they're numerous all over Prof. Tryall, for they are excellent pick* It's a mer- jogs.
\
the world,” sighed Hannah.
How, now, Professor, do you mean ‘to
cy they ain't as thick as the frogs we read
give us a lecture ?
about in Egypt, ‘cause folks are so awful
Not to-day, for Dr. Beetle, I see, “elaims
wicked.”
the bushes. . How that. But I was thinking of a boy who alWe walked on toward
tranquilly beautiful everything was. And way§Tound time to do everything. ‘Why,
said the little fellow, ‘*1 pick up
still, thought I, ** Earth with her thousand ye
‘voices praises God.” My reflections were the minutes, and they are first-rate pickings." So they are. There was a little
interrupted by the voice of Hannah,
“1 s'pose you've heard that S’'manthy errand-boy in London, Nuterackers, who
Jones ’s took sick and they think she'll have learned Greek while waiting. for pdrcels,
the fever. If she does,it’s likely it'll spread and continued to make such good use of the
all over the village, and I don’t. know but minutes he saved that he became'a learned
we're going to be as bad. off as Shreveport man. Pick up the minutes, and then use
vB
’
them well.
and Memphis.”
« Perhaps Samantha's illness is the result
And it is very true, remarks quiet Mr.
of a cold,” answered I. + ¢ Surely, on these Civil, that no one else can pick them up
breezy hights #ve need have no fear

A voice, so kind, breathed soothing words,
To ease the burden of my grief,—
:

woods, and

we

will

have berries

yet

in

spite of awful wickedness.”

Che Family Circle.

Sabbath

Hannah complied, and once safely on the

for us.

The Professor has reminded me

This happened quite

After

for Monkey

all,

puss

had

the .worst of it.—

v

Lizzie’s Arithmetic
;

rent,

prised.
“Yes, if we can agree about the price.”

“That is exceedingly strange,” said the
gentleman.
‘‘Pray tell me how it happens

and

Lesson.

very

hard words

to

commenced Mrs. Waters,
little
Rand put.on her cloak and hood,

Mary
tgok her

satchel of books

, and

and

her little \

started for school. She ran briskly along,
the sled lightly ‘skipping after her, and in a
few moments she was at the school door.
«She hing up her sled upon her own nail
in the hall," and over that her cloak and
{ hood. Then she went into the school-room,

him.

They wére Sporting by her “side, leaping
in‘the sun for two hours at a time while
No
sweetness,
have wooed
the good deacon expatiated on the “wicked- here and there around her.
ever called her po
tling baby voice
mother, and no dear little | ness of driving fast horses, for nothing— * The hunter climbing the rock, drew near,
sacred name of
fingers had ever pushed motherly gentle- not she! she should hope she knew her duty intending, if possible, to take; one of: the
better ; and not a hair'’s.breadth would she kids alive. No sooner did ' the. motherness into bersheart.
chamois see him than, dashing at him furi“The sky was fair, and the hills wore. budge out ' of the monotonous’ teach-youtheir own blue haze, and the crickets and
‘grasshoppers were saying their little say in
when

I be-.

ously-with her horns, she tried to hurl- him

patience jog-trotjwhich was the ne plus ‘ultra’

down the cliff. - The hunter drove her

of her fleetness. ., Well, the ‘more: time: to

off,

fearing to fire, lest the Joung' ones - should

enjoy the beanty of the landscape; for I had

commenced
the year with a- determination hs to flight.
|
to
be
a
patter
of cheerfulness, to look out Y He knew that there was a deep chasm
which had greetedmy vision the day bethought myselfof a wealth of jetty fru

fore,-on the home route from Milton. Just
1 the day for an excursion, thought I, but

....

for the bright side, and net to. fret over beyond, by which he believed the. escape of
trifles, and that stupid old horse should not: the animals to be ‘cut off.- What was his

_. Where is a companion ? I thought of Jnoth- | put his foot into the pail of my good reso- surprise, therefore, when he saw the oid
er first. Of course everybody in a ‘predic- lutions and tip over ‘the’ whole mess if I chamois form with her body a bridge across
_ ament thinks of mother first, but maternal shone in the rustic splendor of ‘my picking the chasm, which she could just span by
dignity

2

was aw

to" inst:
besiege

scripti

was

th

A

not

the |

to

bran

be

compromised | costume

till; midnight.

Joe “had

better| stretching ont her fore and hind

going

Saliats soliciting Comittee,

ry ‘myself. or the-noble

animal before

‘friends for a sub- |, “That all’things have an ‘end -is- too

young ones,

me,

to | Whose independence I'secretly admired.

4

trite

> my purpose; I might “n saying for me to take pleasure in repeat-

go alone, but a procedent was hot widting

As

soon as she had done this, she called on her

Sister Cherie. wait for his Suppér than that I ghotild, ‘wot-

{paar

legs!

ing, so I will only say that animal “stopped

and the

time, on her back,

side in safety.

an

sprang,

one at a

reacted the other

She sprang across . after

them, and was soon’ beyond
hunter’s bullets.

reach

thinness

taken to redress the grievous
wrongs
from
which our
saflors so often
and so seriously”

some points are p
some
doetrines and

suffer,

Thus conditioned, ¥ sought Hannali, and
.

finding het agreeable to my proposition,
tely to see if Dea: Hart could
. went imm
to part with his old mare for
be persuad

few ‘hours, far, the fiery

steed which

know.”

do

“ I dun 10 as ; theréll be siiything

MR, MONKEY

lsdito)

AND MISS PUBS.

Fo

RE

Silent

{

tle to the Hebrews,
of “ Notes on

Practical,
P
on

the Epis-

By Albert Barnes, aut or

the Psalms,”

etc.

Revised edi-

tor bas put them there, that some of the inferences lack the logical bond, and’ that the imagi-

nation

useful

is now

and

then set to play too promi-

a faint idea.

of the

meditatien,

e Word to the motives
ese will invest even the

familiar portions of the sacred

narrative with a

-| vital meaning that almost renders the Book a
gest and wondrous revelation, and its simple
ntences go down like a beam of light into the

:

long

its

f human character and * life as
and a faithful applica-

tion of the pri
and conduet of

“Seven, mamma,” said Lizzie.
“In a few minutes three more little girls
camé in together, saying they were ‘very
a

Close scrutiny, devout

the careful 8
they are fou

awhile. She was quite early; there were
but six of her school-mates ‘clustered about
the fire when she came in and joined them,

cold, for they had

only a small portionof

readers, and even of its students,have more than

and stopped to warm her fingers by the stove

making—"

The fruitfulness of Scripture is

something of which

way.to. come.’

depths of human hearts and make their inner
and deeper history like an illuméhated volume.
Thisis pre-eminently what the author of these
sermons has done.

These old stories

are full of

life to him.

The patriarchs are essentially men

in his eyes.

They walk the earth on our own

level instead of floating on clouds tlirough the.
upper air. They fought the inward battles into
which we must daily enter. The great mysteries of life pressed
upon them. They were
forced: into the corners as we are, where they
must choose between policy and principle, desire ‘and duty, gain and godliness, tyrannical
passions and a royal soul.
And so Dr. Robinson finds in Jacob’s experiences, briefly narrated or only hinted at in a word or two, what illustrates the whole desperate and-doubtful strife
between the evil and the good "in the human
spirit. And what he sees he unfolds, and ina
way too that is peculiarly fresh, forcible, kind| ling, magnetic, and effective. His thought is

of the

briefer

commentaries.

There

is

but the

spiritual

and

practical ends are

never

subordinated to the scholarly,
A good and suggestive Introduction prepares for the study of
what follows, and in which Mr. B., besides déal«
ing with several other similar questions, argues
strongly in favor of the Pauline Authorship of
the epistle.

PETER’S:- STRANGE STORY; or, Providence at
Both Ends. By Lucy A. Mills. Boston: D.
Lothrop

& Co

rer, N.H.:

G.T.

1878. 16mo. pp. ¢
Tue FISifer Boy; or, Michael
William H. G. Kingston,
1874. 16mo. pp. 200.

Day & Co.

Penguyne.
Same

By

Publishers.

BEN’S BoynoOoD.
By Mrs. C. E. Bowen, To
which is added; TRUSTED AND TRIED.
Same
Publishers. 16mo. pp. 143.
.

NORAH,

THE

FLOWER

ers. 18mo.

GIRL.

Same

Publish-

pp. 101,

The first of these books is by. an Auneriean au-

thor; the others

aye reprints of English works.

All are good and adapted to gemeral juvenile
reading.
Peter’s Strange Story gives us a narrative that

is unusual in its plan and

effective

in its pre-

-

sentation.
We follow the fortunes of the poor
city lad, a pitiable waif on the sea of human life,

through

strange

and

striking

vicissitudes, see-

ing always the germs of a noble and susceptible
nature even when the general aspect is saddest,

One of them was Mary's seat-mate, and
until the meaning comes out and the saduess
Mary good naturedly untied her hood, took
changes to satisfaction when the generous bene.
her satchel, and rubbed her cold hands;
factor and the devoted sufferer find in each oth
er father and son. With a fair literary art the
and the other children made a place for her
and holding at- book blends a touc hing pathos and a wholesome
and the two otboys in the eircle 'sbout the ever vitgl and stirring, arresting
Bn more. His moral teacnuy.
stove. How many in the circle now, Lizzie7” tention. telling much, Hho
~The Fisher Boy is a reprint of agood English
“Ten,” answered the little girl without style is simple, picturesque, unhackneyed, crisp,
incisive, lighted up now and then with a flash- book, narrating the humble but noble career of
hesitating at all:
ing metaphor,and always made to wait as a serv- a boy early left.an orphan, adopted by the fami-

in a few days, I presume. - Nellie

ant on the thought.

A

vigorous and cultivated

mind, an ‘earnest and fervid heart, a prefound
reverence for God and a deep sympathy with

men, a soul humbled

before the divine holiness

and gladdened by every
human love, a conscience
es the strong claim of law,
is always stirred in the

whether of

outcome of unselfish
which forever enforeand. a tenderness that
presence of suffering

thie body or soul,~these are the

qualities that enter vitally into the preaching
hich the favored congregation hears at the Mcmorial church, and which the larger company of
readers

may

have

repeated

at

down

at the fireside

with

book.

Ttis

to objéct

here

and

not

hard

there,to

will

by

this very
to

sitting

welcome

a sentiment

eriticise isolated

statements

that involve a special theology,to meet the details of an exposition with a counter theory.
But we have no taste for that work.
What is
the chaff to the wheat? We welcome the book

as an exceptionally valuable contribution to
thé department of literature to which it belongs.
Mt will prove interesting to many classes of read-

Williard

is very sick, and her sister Laura is needed

ers.

ly of his father’s sailor friend, and who bravely
toiled in caring for these who had befriended

him in his ybuth and were
him in later

years.

fectively told;

nearly

The

left dependent on

story

every

is well and ei-

paragiaph

smacks

of the sea, and the experiences of the sailor and
the fisherman are portrayed with great clearness
and in a way to stir sympathy and prompt to

unselfish heroism,
Ben's Boyhood is areal life-like story, giving
us the experiences of an orphan boy, adopted by
a poor but generous relative, and who sought
and found ways in which to ‘express his grati-

tude, build up a fine character, and send back
the kindness he had received in a tide of blessing upen those who had served him in his time
of need.
The style is simple and pleasant, and
the whole tone of the story is high and grateful.
The little people will got pleasure and profit out

of it,
The fourth

bitious

volume Pe a simple, sweet, una

story

for the wee

ones, telling

way in which a poor motherless

of the

child was help:

that pulpit address isby no | ed out of her sad lot and desolate Jife into hope ~

It will pfove

means always dull, dogmatic, formal’ or com- | and faith and usefulness, by the sympathy and
monplace. And we are sure that nine out of effort of those far above her inthe social scale,
who acted the Samaritan in the true way and to
every ten of the proper ocoupants of the pulsome high purpose. It is fitted to awaken,dipit, no matter how long they have stood in it,
rect and render serviceable the charity of the
would find it wondrously

suggestive

and help-

ful to them in more ways than one, They who
could get nothing out of it-would thereby show
either that

had

become

provement.

ing and

they

too

had

mistaken

their calling, or

self-sufficient for further

1t is even.a richer, a more

suggestive

book than its. predecessor,

and that is a strong thing to

it heralds the coming

im-

satisfy-

say.

We trust that

of other volumes equally

valuable and timely.

HAND-BOOK OF REVIVALS ol the use of Win-

ners of Souls.
By HenryC. Fish, D. D.,author of ‘* History and Re oh
Pulpit Ei-

oquence,” éte.

12mo.

Pp. 428,

‘Boston:

strong in behalf of the weak.
Tender-hearted
children will read it with tears such as it will
do them good to shed.
A LITTLE

LIFE.

By

Mrs.Jd.

P. Ballard.

New

York: Broughton & Wyman. 18mo. pp. 112;
An

a

onatey chastened,

touching,

tender

aud delicate account of the little daughter of the
author, whose

quick mind, beautiful

spirit and

winning ways made her “ little life” a very pre-

James H. Earle, 1874.
}

This is just what its name suggests, a handbook on the subject of which it treats, The author speaks, in his preface, of his desire to fur-

cious thing while it lasted, and her early death,

at the age
of Seven years; a most hallowing
experience.
loving and

There is more Or less of the mother’s
appreciative

partiality, but

the Christian’s devout. gratitude and
submission. .

more of

chastened

BELJA ; or, The Cradle of Liberty:
A Story of
InShne Asylums.
By Mrs, Eugenia i Jou.

Boston: N. D. Berry, 1874, 12mo. pp. 351,
to help take care of her,’ said‘ the teacher," nish, both for inspiration and guidance, such
‘so we shall have no more scholars to-day.’ facts, examples, arguments, directions and sug- A book that doubtless has a basis of fact,~in

“Mary looked around to the empty seat
above her, where Lottie and Annie Loring
usually sat, and wondered where they were.

Then she recollected that it was Monday,
and that Lottie had to stay at home to mind

the baby while her mother was washing,and

gestions, touching the whele matter of reyivals,
us might lead to their reator appreciation and
promotion.” He has really sccomplished hig objeet, and fn ‘more than ‘an orchiiary
degree. He

traverses the ‘whole field, “He is equally ear-

nest and considerate.” There 18 no intense, extreme, narrow or. fmpatient partisanship exhib-

the unwarrantable meusures taken to get people into convents, close ‘sehools and insane asylums,
to further

selfish

ends and

gratify hatred

and JeYanes: and in the ‘harsh, héartless, tyrannical, b.
and crushing policy, adopted and
carried out in insane asylums. Abuses like those

herein described we fear now and then exist,

His explanations are full and adequate, and ought to he met with a remedy. But the :
He sees both sides. He Considers objections’ charges here aré tod ‘much wanting in specifieaAnnie could not come ‘without her sister.
tions and assumed responsibility ; they constant“Now, Lizzie, can you tell me how many | with a marked candor, and anticipates nearly all ly suggest bitternags and extravagance; the exdeserve attention, He treats all honest
children belong to Miss Grant's school?” doubts and differences with genuine respect. ception is exalted
t8the place of the rule; and
«Nineteen were there, mamma, and Su- There is no offensive dogmatism. His views are the style, while sufficiently high-wrought,
insan would make twenty ; and that little sick broad, catholic, and-presented with equal frank- tense and sensational to make an impression,’
they

lived

so far from school

that

little

ited.

girl and her .big sister
make twenty-two; ness and modesty. He has no Pet |theories or lacks the strength of calmness, moderation and
does full justice to the heaven- accuracy. We think it is what it confesses itself
and the girl who helped her mother wash is methods.
ward and hi earthward side of. religious effort. to be,~—*“ a story,” rather than a cpreful statetwenty-three; and the little sister who He is quite as much a teacher as a learner, And
ment of facts, ‘couldn't come alone makes twenty-four, his ‘statements, reasonings, illustrative exam- THR
PARISIANS, = ByJy, Edward Bulwer, Lord
Twenty-four scholars, mamma! Why, that ples, suggestions, &c., are many, peftinent,dforLytion, author of * Kemelm Chi Hngly, ” etc,
ith
“illustrations by Sidney ‘Hall
two.
was a good school, after all; and you be- cible, practical, and full of Christian’ stimulus
vols. Harper. & Brothers, 1914, 12mo. pp
gan with only six! yop
and encouragement, even when they impress | 860,
3 7,
o
“Well, Lizzie, that will do for,your arithe the reader with "his spiritudl poverty and bring PUBLICANS AND SINNERS{ 4or, Lucius. Davo
him indirect reproof. He deals with revivals in|
history, unfolds their gratefal résults, indicates
what seems to be their place in God’s economy,
deals. with objections to them, speaks of hindrances, of human methods of carrying them forzie, althongh she had been standing in class ward,
of the relations of evangeliststo their pro=
all the while. : “How fanny! to have such motion, of the treatment needed by inquirers, of
a pretty story for an’ arithmetic lesson ! child-ljke piety and profession, ‘of training the

A Jude girl at sea had two pets on “board
6y and a cat, She gave the ‘monlive on. if this dry weather keeps on,”|—a
answered Ifinnah as-she laboriously dea tin plate, and made. him understand it Give me such a lesson again, some day, converts; &c. ~ There {is little in the book
to which an earnest and considerate Christian
scended from the high wagon, *‘but I was for his own use; and, when dinner was when I am ever so tired with spelling big could.
properly object, and there ‘is very much
g'pose 't aint to. be wondered ut” that| ready, he would bring it to the table, and | Worly, won'tt you, darling mama m
ttaht could hardly filvto be eminently yelp

:

No

Norrs, Explanatory and

to on exlessons are

«I am glad she “eséaped. What do you
es
‘to support my beliéf that this’ same dear at last before Hannah's-abode.
metic lesson this morning,” said her mam|
mother<of mine would be on a suspension . * Good night,” said I, “Joe would be think ?”. asks the doctor. Here is a yery ma, sniiling.
, bridge, between fear that I should be swal-, glad to wait for his‘Suppér hy night 11 he different ‘story, being an account of the
“Why, mamma!"T" never thought it was
nige berries as reward, A mischievous tricks of
'
te
" lowed up by horrible somethings, and Lo | could have suchi
| arithmetic. ' I wasn’t tired atall I” said Liz
\

_ of again seeing me alive, until ‘my’ rétarm,

sailor, both when at sea and

tion, New York: Harper & Brothers. 1873.
12mo. pp. 209.
Another installment of the revised edition of
what has proved oue of the most popular and

girl, her face brightening at the prospect.
“One cold, clear morning in Winter,”

and mrinded my business.”:
That man must have felt that laziness
was a bad bargain.
Those are bargains which it would pay no
Dr. Beetle is plainly growman to make.
ing impatient. Children, are you ready to
listen ?

above

toa

the other side.

1 am'so tired.”
“Well, I will tell you a Story then,” said
her mamma.
+Q, yes, do, mamma!” replied the little

enjoyed your estate; I'rose in the morning

rock

Fan

her mamma,
.
nent a part for legitimate und trustworthy in- more critical learning embodied iii this volume
‘Please, not teach me arithmetic $o- day ;} struction. But there 1s much more to be said on than in most. of those belonging to .the series,

land, for which I paid no rent, you are regularly paying me for your farm, and are
able in a few years to purchase it P”
“The reason is plain,” said the farmer;
“you sat still and said, Go; I got up
and said, Come, You lay in bed and

the

a1,

fitting and hy thing

perplexities attending those who would be Just
and humane, the influences at work to drag

drawn from the narrative only after the exposi-

spell; so when she was through, she asked

that while I could not live on twice as much

and her two kids on

suggesting some-

bolical, that
treme, that

E—

some

allegory, or run

wa

many eaptains and. inferior officers, the s

thing even weaker th@n the sincere milk of the

Lizzie had a long lesson to read one
morning,

of

and asked the owner if he would sell his
farm.
"
ge
«Will you buy it?” asked the owner, sur-

—

Esau, till he re-

To
op.

ig an

down the ‘common

b acape the fury of his brother

Wilf

this book. © He writes out of bokN knowledge
Hb understands “hid subject on its various sides.
She unwarrantable expectations (in) dowinbls
ot ship-owxmers, the tyranpy aud brutality of

word. Possibly the discourses are now and
‘then opento criticism,on the ground that the
incidents and expressions are made over-sym-

| Methodist.

half, and let the remainder to an industrious
About the end of
farmer for twenty years.

his

den’

‘Consul ’

‘in port, the defects in the laws and regnlations,
thirty years later, with his large possés- and the difficultiesin the Way of enforcing the
pri
Joe his old home in the land of promise j= wholesome requirementsof the statutés which
and especially does it deal with his striking ex- lookto Jack’s. protection and improvement,~
periences at Bethel where he saw the ladder in’ all these are most forcibly brought out in the
his dream,and with
still more significant éx- volume before us. The writer descends iiito deperiences it Penuelfwhere he wrestled with the tails, gives an abundance of incidents that illusangel and became‘the
Preévailer instead ot the trate the wrongs ‘which sailors suffer, until the
Supplanter,
blood often enrdles with horror, or boils with
It might seem,at frst view; that that one could indignation, or threftens tq stagnate through
hardly preach twenty-six sermons on these inci sickness of heart. The plea is a most forcible
dents without making them involve much tedi- one, and it ought not to fall en listless ears, or
ous repetition, or illustrate the vicious excess of be laid aside until some decisive steps have been

rescue.

-

the term the farmer cqlled to pay

are in earnest
to-

which. Dr. Joapetiun done in the preparation of

this gives ns those to

from the time when lie went off ‘to Padan-Aram

light in surprising pussy in her promenades
by ‘springing at her, seizing her by the tail,
and holding her over the ship's side, where.
he would swing her backward and forward
until her shrieks broughissome ome to her

An indolent gentleman had -an estate
which became involved an debt. So he sold

men,” which’ might | hadn't stood switching her stamp of a tail

the pleasant summer ‘weather,

ministrations;

8.

& Brothers, 1874.ER

I

is occupied with the scenes in the life of Jacob

seemed to forget from day to day the losses
he had sustained. Yet he was not without
his revenge. Every evening he took de-

a little stoxy called
“GO" AND ‘‘COME.”
»

Then, bending forward,

he would lgok far down her throat as ito
discover whether his lunch ad gone that
way.’

other side of the woods, through many
scratches and much scrambling, we lived
to see the fulfillment of our hopesin the
shape of | pails filled with jetty lusgiousBlackberrying.
ness.,
BY ADDIE L. WYMAN.
Now for the home drive, in the light of a
Here'is a story, says the doctor, and it is
.
my —
«Just then the town clock began to strike
1 know it is greatly out of season to talk glorious sunset, at peace ‘with myself and a very pretty one, of a horse and a boy:
the
hour of pine. The teacher was im her
about going blackberrying, in midwinter, all the world, though a big scratch adorned
_ A HORSE AND HIS LITTLE FRIEND.
desk, and all the children started for- their
the
left
side
of
my
face
and
to-morrow
was
with the shining snow piled high against
On a small farm in France was a young seats. As they were going, the door openthe fences, and the briars (that is, all that Sunday, a day which I never failed of obhorse,
whose temper was so untractable ed, and four large boys aud two girls came
to
have not been compelled to hide their serving in the good old way of going.
that
all
attempts at taming him failed. The running in, almost out of breath, and took
heads) bristling in touch-me-not thorniness church, and—and—neither did dear Fred- farmer would have parted with him but for their seats; so that when Miss Grant rang
without a single smile of a berry to reward erick. But never mind! not to me should his youngest child, a boy about’ six years the bell, there were —"
words, * Vanity
perseverance ; but asin the melting, swelter- be applied the preacher's
“Sixteen scholars in their seats,” said
old, to whom the animal showed a great
ing, pitiless heat it is a relief to think of of vanities.”
liking. He would come to. his young friend Lizzie, slowly, after carefully counting her
I ¢¢ boosted” Haunah, climbed into the and receive food from his hand. He seem- fingers. “That wasn’t so large as Miss s Lowicebergs and snowbanks, $0 now when winter’s Breath * like silver arrows” ‘pierces wagon myself, took the. reins, said “ go ed pleased to have his shaggy neck patted ell's school, where you took me Jast Sumthe air, I want a draught of the sunshine of long” after the approved method of Deacon by the little fellow. One day all the family mer, was it?”
those long, bright days when the birds gave Hart, which I thought would be speedily weré out in the fields, excepling the mother,
«Not nearly; but Miss Grant had other
free concerts in the groves and the lilies of recognized by his noble steed, bumped. off who, being busy'in the house, left the child scholars, not present. While the school
the field told the old, peaceful story to them for home iin the deacon’s vehicle which was playing in the yard, when he fell into a ‘was reading the morning Bible lesson, it
of little faith.
Seo back into the heart of the more remarkable for age than ofor beauty, pond, and would have been drowned but was interrupted by the entrance ‘of two
the mulatto-tips of the finger for the timely aid of his' friend, the horse. tardy boys.”
old year I go, just to tell how Hannah and laughing-at
and
thumb
which
had done most duty, for
| went blackberrying.
“So there were eighteen, mamma.”
The animal happened to be loose in the
Thad cut off the thumb and forefinger of
Hannah was. the wife of honest- ‘old Joe,
stable, and bearing the familiar voice came «And when they were through the readwho lived in a little cot near by, and tilled my right glove to facilitate picking. On out at a trot. Seeing the child struggling ing, and the children had closed their. eyes
the paternal acres, It was Hannah's ‘boast we jogged—bump, bump—slowly and sure- in the water, he seized him by his garment, and clasped their hands, and were repeat_ ithat she was not proud, and she had often ly, said 1; for our courser had no ambition and drew him out at the very moment the ing the Lord's Prayer together, Mary heard
The shadows were mother came to look after him.
assured me that she didn’t care a fig for thé to vie with the wind.
a very light step coming up the aisle, and &
.
. fashion, so-1 need not scraple to repeat it. falling, and Hannah said that it was time
Sothe horse saved the little fellow’s lite, little girl sat down just before her.”
Xe the tightly twisted, comb-sur mounted, for Joe to have his supper and he’d prob- Now I am reminded of how a chamois once
“Then there were nineteen in school.”
little knot of hair, which &tood as grimly ably have to wait, but then everybody “had saved her young. The chamois lives among
“How many tardy ones, Lizzie?”
defiant as a stern feudal castle of the olden his trials and goodness knew that every- the high mountains of ‘Switzerland, It is
“Three,” answered she, very readily.
time, was Geygainly Hot the possessionof a body deserved ‘em, folks were so awful not’ unlike a goat-in appearance, and is a
“Then Miss Grant asked, ‘Where is Sufashionable woman; - gnd-the gafments, wicked. I mildly jerked the reins, after very fast runner.
san Fletcher to-day
short, stiff and traight, which draped ‘a the alleged manner of feminine drivers, ‘as
* “They have moved away,’ ‘answered
THE HUNTER AND THE ‘CHAMOIS.
an intimation to Dolly that if it was all the
form whereon Hogarth’s line of beauty was
Jemmy
Saunders; ‘they went last SaturThe chamois has the greatest affection for
almost nowhere visible, were fashioned with same to her I should take an increased rate
day.’
her
young,
and
hen
they
are
in
danger
dsity/and convenience. | of speed very kindly. But Dolly only gave
sole reference to
*¢ ‘Wherg have they gone? » asked Wiss
a knowing shake and signified. by. she shows one]sca! gst + in planning
_A long drawn dismalness sat on her eoun- | her
|
Grant,
.
~
tenanee, and her voice did not fall on the | the action®at speak louder than words means for their e
*¢ “To the new Louse. on the hill,’ replied
A Swiss hanter, while pursuing his dane
tougld ahorse to be lathered
ear like seraph’s. music; 3 bug; then, Hannah | that she was
Jemmy.
and moreover she gerous sport, observed a. mother-chamois
links | in any such soft
y of those precious
had never we
¢ ‘Oh, then she will be back in school again

between . ange oo]

during the first|

half of the year1878, in the regular course of his

as the sparks are to fly upward, but I'would| “On turning round he would glance at the which his congregation listéned on the succes
and diligently filling up conversational rather forget it, save. when my sad pecca- empty plate, then dart at pussy, and press- sive Sundays included in the last half of the
| breaks with their own style of harmony, dilloes force its truth upon me,and rejoice in. img her head tightly against his breast with same year. There was something ke a course
I heard the ‘doleful voice of my, companion :. the Lord always, only retnembering that his left hand, as if preparing to extract a of continuous thought running through the earlier collection, which served to give them a de“ Looks as if there'd be lots o snakes) He is good who forgiveth all pur inquities, -tooth, with his right hand he would force gree of unity and a large stiggestiveness ; this

I did not see the fairy stream,
Nor the strange phantoms floating there ;

Beyond the hills of setting day.

discourses which were preached

slyly seize the dainty morsel, and eat it up
before he knew what she was about, =

which had been dancing to their own music

And, climbing by the open door,
* The tender honeysuckle mounts,
The liquid silver as of yore

to the ministry and laity who

Tork,
y. Charles 8. Robinson, D. D., Pasfollowing after with noiseless step. - Placsini
tor, No oe A, 8, Barnes & Co. 12mo. a book te circulate and do Food.
ing his plate carefully on the floor, ‘Mr,
Ayoooun SAILORS: RALGrey. Jewell, M.
Monkey would seat himself; and, while: he
we mentioned the chief churieteristios of Dr.
i)
(nso
:]
was occupied for a moment in arranging Robifison’s-sermons in the notice.of- the volume
- re a
on a BOHaver
voruing the
th Yalied
his tail in & graceful position, pussy “Would issued somé months since. That embraced the , Sates merchant se

‘

without a very disagreeable feeling, and, on
the principle that cvery one may believe
what helps hiiii, I would rather think that
we are heirs of God and joint Mteifs with
Christ. 1 know that we are prone to “evil

extra

Literary Review.

place up-|

labor effectually for the salvation of men, The
on it whatever she Whongh:, best suited to
work is written in a plain, simple, cultivated
his taste.
and pleasant style; there is no needless multiAs s00n as vey, he would carry his BETHEL AND PENUEL: Twenty-six sermons plication of words, and the strong} direct ChrisBiidioon. in the Presbyterian Memorjal Church,
dinner to some quiet corner, pussy .always|
adison Avenue and Fifty-third St., New tian purpose throbs ip every Jamgrapy. Itis

=~

«Shall such a sinful worm as I,”

pail smuggled in to provide for the possibility of finding extra picking, I made a
triumphal march40 the -desired spot. As
I reached under the seat for the pails,

From rosy childhood far away,

“ Dear mamma”—she is now

for

his confidence in the feminine capacity

BY J. W. BARKER.
————
Through the deep night a sun ny goa,

And when thé
- Arrested in
Despoijled the
And sent to

"he always liked to *‘cbleege,”

hold it out to her that she might

drouths and famine ‘and other evil things
should come upon us when folks are so
awful wicked.”
Well, thought I, we may be poor worms
of the dust, as the good deacon tells us in

L%

ren. ~ A Novel. BY oh M. ££. Braddon, author of *“ Aurora
¥lo LE
‘Same publishers. octavo,

The

pamphlet, pp, 190.

Parisians is accounted

ene

of Bulwer’s

best works, and nobody can. deny to’it the ele- ,
ments of literary art and power, ~The two vols,
are-here bound in ong, making a cheap and con-

venient product.
Miss Braddon, who appears here in No. 108 of
he Select Library, is as fresh and effective as

usual,’ ‘Slie is is. not one of the the great novelists, but she never falls into. dullpess or dirt.
;
»

“
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munched oats in the home barn had been
previously appropriated. Dea. Hart said that

y Golden
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rarely meddled with. * The sale
of

Fiterary Piscean.

charms

NEE

and Jovespowders 18741808 part Tha
business.
vie
ney
Gael”
$ (not intoxicated, 'it was

Strange as it may seem these obeah men

are frequently

Early Discovery of America.
To the first settlers in Greenland is as-

* cribed the honor of ‘having colonized the
adventures
Their
“American continent,
are detailed in eight long chapters of an
old Icelandic Sagn, and have. formed the
subject of many learned books in’ ‘modern

employed

by

est would ever have

excited by the

been

chosen to include in its boundaries, all
that is now Labrador and Newfoundland;
and this seems the more absurd when we

consider that the baprador
the

slopes

o

coast lots" on

months.

fi

:

im

ura

whites ‘who

“The voyagers (to return to. the’ ancient

sand, sloping gently from the sea,”

, or, rather, that he had al-

" PARTICULAR NOTICE!

Iersons wishing obit

plices were

unfortunate youth was detained until the

crime; during

which

he and

his

brought to trial

that he had been

. himself, but_ his condition

revealed

a de-

misery

in store fo? her.

Months

fnloy the rest

was no common

character.

passed fostiet of all who

away, when it was discovered that the

hush of
daughter.

child, at three years of age, dicted strangely ;
aud at thd
énd of six ‘months the unhappy,

was shrewd, ' quick-witted, and

however.

He

well quali-

en.

His bearing

per's Magazing,

intelligence.—
Har

Temperance in Eng. and .Am,

This

’

——

knew. her.

Jontlemer

During

his

illness,

which

Was severe, he enjoyed

for

do follow

him.

The

prayerful

church is that many others may

>

desire

be

-

Sorcery in Martinique.

4

w

Sw

——

on

———

y

"| 'thé Deadlock Mansion, or to Mr. Tulking-

‘hern’s chamber—-where the Roman points
through loneliness and gloom to the dead

Oe

A writer

in

the

Literary

World

of the Fieewill
one speaks of her
Her husband died
one son, her only
ure.
’

recalls

a scene which he witnessed at Edinburgh at
a meeting of Dr, Guthrie’s ragged schools.

fluente of which thany a poor creature has
pined away into the grave. It is said that
sorcerers are not only very skillful in preparing poisons to bo adninistered with food
or drink, but that some of them carry a small
globule of serpent’s’ venom under a sharp-

ened fingernail, by Which they can inflict
death with a “slight puncture of the flesh,

These are

dangerous customers,
a

roa

:
.

ita

«

A

J

the

Among

the

names

registered

at

the

about fifteen years of age, who had been.
arrested for drunkenness. But he was not
drunk, nor had he been drinking, He was,
moreover, in good, sound health, but gaye

all the externa

cated

when

indications of beipg:

arrested
by

Anfoxi-

a pols officer,
Mia,

greatest

Better make penitents by gentleness shan
hypocrites by severity.
:
:
®

e

Avar

Love

i

va

sacrifices

.

NE

all

hing it loves.

things
‘

.

to

bless
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WEST VIRGINIA COLLEGE,
FLEMINGTON, TAYLOR C0., WEST VIRGINIA.

This Tnstitation offers to” students important and
particular inforination,
Kor
peculiar advantages.

send for a Circular to
or
.
REV, W, COLGROVE, A, M., President.

\

8 LR

rivate families at

West Lebanon, July 29, 1873.

Por dozon Cdples, $1850, 7 | »

a

i

&c.

ers and
pupils, which is not ordinarily found in
hools where s0 many kinds of work are done. The
students are faithtully drilled in Latin and Greek,

re BEST TUNE BOOK ror

@ne Sample Copy, by Mall, $1.26,
WALKER, 922 Ohesfiut Street, Philadelptda, i

MAINE
:

i

.

op

Preparatory,

Normal,

:

Academ-

Terms, 10,

ho

s

-

.
s

ay
p=

Mathematics.
i
;
Suan
A, FORBES, Teacher in Normal Deargment.
Miss
DA C. VICKERY, Teacher of French,
Miss ELLA C. HURD. Teacher of Music.
Penmanship will be taught by an experienced
Miss

»

. No deduction for 1éss than half a term, except on
account of sickness. - Half terms commence’ at the
g and middle of the term.
:

8

of board, in clubs,

varies from

$1.60 to:

$2.00 per week. : Ladies’ clubs as well’ as
tle
men’s are formed.
.
.
t
Rooms and board in private families at reasonable
rates.
ag: farther particulars, address the Secretary, at
Fitsfeld, Maine.

C. A. FARWELL, Secretary.

EVANSVILLE SEMINARY.

the school, recently enteérea into a contract with

the

Trustees to conduct it for. five years to come, thus

giving permanency.

i
CALENDAR:
FALL TERM opens Aug. 26, 1873,—ends Nov. 21.
WINTER
TERM opens
Dec. 9,—ends March 6, 1874.
SPRING TERM opens March 24, 1874,—ends June 12.

For tucther particulars, address,

_ Rev. G. 8. BRADLEY, A. M., Principal.

3

RIDGEVIELE COLLEGE.
CALENDAR FOR 1875-4.

Fall Term begins Aug. 26, and ends Nov. 14, 1873.

Spring Term
(eae Term

ins Mar. 10, and ends May 29, 1874.
begins June 2, and” ends Aug. 21,

:
EXPENSES.
Tuition and incidentals,
jpf#@vance,
$7.00
Room rent, per term,
$2.00
to 4.60
Board, per week, in private families,
3.00
i
IA.
clubs, about
2.80
EXTRA CHARGES.
Instrumental Music, twenty lessons,
$10.00
Use of Instrument for practice, per term, 1.00
Vocal Music, twenty lessons,
1.50
Penmanship,
n lessons,
1.50
Rooms for self-boarding may be had at reasonhble

|

rates.

(Students may enter school at any time of the

term, paying from such time to the close of the term
at the regular rates.

For Catalogue apply to
WM. REED, Sec. & Tregs.
Ridgeville, Ind., July 18, 1873.
2

LYNDON LITERARY XNSTITUTION.
.
LYNDON CENTER, VT.
Faculty :
J. S. BROWN,

Miss
Miss
Miss
_ Miss.

Lizzie
MARY
MARY
ELLEN

A. B., Principal.

‘

CALLEY, Precepiress.
C. BRADFORD, Associate.
E. MOREY, Music:
he
‘A. PERKINS, Penmanship.

CALENDAR:
Fall Term of 13 weeks, begin3 August 26, 1873.
Winter Term of 13 weeks, begins
December 2, 1873,
Spring Term of 13 weeks, begins March 12, 1874.

x
Primary Studies,
Commen English,

Higher English
Latin and reek,
French (extra),

TUITION :
wR
-

-

-

-

-

"

.

i

-

-

|. Instruction on Piano or Organ,
Use of Piano or Organ (ex‘ra),
Instruction on Guitar,

.

.
.

-

-

-

-

-

-

$5.00
1.00 -

-

-

-

-

7.50
8.00

=

10.00
2.00

3.00

-

6.00

Vocal Musie,18 Lessons,
.
»
Penmanship, 15 Lessons,
.
.
Aa~Clergymen’s children and students relying
their own exertions for an education, received at

duced tuition.

1.50
1.50
on
re- .

]

Board from $3.00 to $3.50 in. families; in clubs at
lower rates, and rooms furnished for self-boarding.

/

LOCATION :
The new, commodious

building,

ample

in

its are

rangements, recently erected for the use of the
School,is situated on a gentle eminence in the village
of Lyndon Center, and is in the midst of the umiversally admired hill scenery of Vermont. ’ The Lyndonville station, on the Passumpsic railroad, is but
ten minutes walk from the Institution. It is thus
easily accessible from all Jost of the country, and

at the same time removed

from the activitiés and

temptations which tend to divert the attention and
corrupt the morals of the young in our cities. For further particularg,

‘address

the

Principal

at

‘Lyndon Center, or I. W. SANBORN,.Secretary, at
Lyndonville.
yndon Center, Vt,, 1873.
31
|.

.WHITESTOWN

SEMINARY.

The 32d Academical year, of
commence

Dec.

8th.

this institution

will

f

The enlargement is fully completed, at an expense
of over $50,000; and the facilities of a first lass in:
stitution are furnished to both sexes, at moderate
rates.

Send for Catalogue.

v

J. S. GARDNER, Principal,
+ Whitestown, N. Y.; June 4, 18783.
10
a

TREATISE.

.

The New Treatise, just revised by order
of the General Conference, can now be had

on application, for 25 cents for each copy. *

Postage (extra) ‘4 cents for singleof one,
4 cents each for two or more copies.
Orders are solicited.

LAPHAM

INSTITUTE.

The SPRING TERM, of 13 weeks, commence
Monday, Mar. 23, 1874.
/
Complete courses of study for both sexes.

on

. H. RICKER, Prin.

North

Scituate, R. I., Feb. 3, 1874.

bac

’

AN; IN GENESIS AND IN GEOLOGY:

or, the Biblical account of Man’g Crea
tested by Scientific Theories of his O:
~Anth
quity,
Joseph P.
vw LL Dy
one vol., 12mo.Price, $1. win be sent prepaid I~
post, on receipt of price, by

THOMPRON,b..

I. D, STEWART,

SOMETHING NEW!
THE

WORK
“

ENTITLED

ie
il
«

The Sacred Melodies
has been revised and much

improved, printed on

stereotype plates, made from new type throughou
It has a large numberof selected and choice Tunes

4
.

:

as well as many of our best Hymns. It is compao
in form,.can be easily carried in the’ pocket, and
is well adapted to use in social meetings, - Price

per single book, when bound in cloth, 40 cents; per

doz., $3.84, Price per single Hook, when bound ix
thick pasteboard covers, 20 cents
per doz.,
; $2.88,
Postage (extra)
ot8..,
Address,

-

on’ a gihgle copy, ¢ cth.
; on a dez,
:
LC
a
LD, STEWART, - = ..

|

DOVER:N. H,

~

é

ew
>

~~

:

CENTRAL INSTITUTE,
PITTSFIELD, ME.
\
[3

[Rr

y

3

SBURY BATCHELDKR,
A. B., Principal.
CYRUS JORDAN, A. M., Associate Principal.
Miss R. ANNIE
DRAKE » Teacher of German and

-

I}

i}

Winter term comménces
Nov, 6, 1873,
Spring term commences ¥eb. 5, 1874.
Summer term commences A
25, 1874.

ISRAEL RUNNELS.

being composed of only one department, & thoroughness m doing their work is secured from both teach-

THE LATEST, THE GREATESY;

Church Choirs of all Denominations,
Price, $1.50.

HE

Teacher.

‘Good board can

:

ono niaise

Fall term commences Aug. 21, 1873.

$83.00 po week, ‘Those wishing to board themsdives
can obtain good rooms near the Academy.
’
# '..
ELIHU
:
HAYES, Secretary.

feat of oratory that Guthrie

ever achieved.

Tombs the other night was that of a youth,

™

wieik
t

and -they

it seemed to the writer as in all probability

—

A

Jan.

ncn
Term closes

Furnishes College,

Sorcery, ov obeah, is extensively practic- body upon the floor. This poem is elaboAncient Geography, Ancient History, Algebra and
ed by the creole and negro population
of all -rate with that detail, which; so painful and The Duke of Argyll was in the chair, and
Geometry.
Special attention is given to reading,
declamation, composition, Greek and Latin poetry,
the
West India Islands, in spite’of all the over-prolonged, gives force to many of a brilliant audience was
present.
To unMARY ANN BLOSS died of dropsy, Jan: 6,
scanning, &c. The location of the school 80 near
“efforts of the civil and religious authorities Dickens's descriptive interludes—such as, derstand the allusion, it must be remember- 1874, aged about 45 years. Sister
Bloss experithe College and Thedlogical School, affords advanfor its suppression.
The sorcerer is genfor instance, the opening chapter of “Bleak ed that®a venerated - clergyman named enced religion about <27 years ago. Some tages of association with students of a higher rank
and culture, The public lectures ot these institutions
months
after,
she
was
baptized
and
joined
tive
erally some person superior in cunning and House.” The poets’ and
the novelist were Guthrie suffered as a Covenanter in 1661.
A.M. JONES, Sec.
B, church in French
Creek and remained a are invaluable.
other qualities to the mass-of the negro fellowworkers in a melodramatic pefiod,and At the close of the meeting Dr. Guthrie F.worthy
member until the éhurch ran down by
population, and is held in great dread and there is something of stage effect in marked came to the front of the platform (0 move the removal of its most substantial members;
LEBANON ACADEMY.
veneration by thdse over.whom he is sup- passages
of either.
Nh
; a vote of thanks to the chairman. Suryey- yet our sister retained an interest for the cause
LOCATED
AT WEST LEBANON, ME.
posed to hold a mysterious power, for good
In extravagance, d180, Dickens.and Hood
ing the audience for a minute or two Withs of Christ. Her health had been, poor for about
The FALL. TERM of this Institution commenced
or evil, Under the protection of this dark, resembled each other, and it seems perfect- out saying a word, until expectancy - was two years. . We were looking for her recovery, Tuesday,
August 19, 1873, and continue eleven weeks,
death came suddenly. She leaves
a husband,
superstitious fear, he is able to commit or ly natural that the fantasies of both . should awakened, the orator turned to the Duke but
three children and other friends to mourn their under the instruction of
G. W, FLINT, A. B., Principal.
instigate the most. atrocious crimes, as no be illnstratedby the ‘same Cruikshank or and with great deliberation said, ** It is) 088. _
‘WM. JOHNSON,
. M188 SARAH C. GILMAN, Assistant.
NegLoy. and. -few..white-people, will “yvolun« “Phiz.” Both,also, give us pleasant glimpses not the first time, your Grace,
that an
Mgrs, M. E, FLINT, Teacher of Instrumental
HARRIET, wife of J, B, Sherman, died in Listarily testily againstan obeab man, lest be of England’s
Argyll and a Gathrie have met in the same
greensward and hedge-rows,
’
gs 1
[ Music.
bon,
N.
H.,
Dec.
22,
after
a
distressing
illness
of
. or his._accomp.
:
I.
G. N. FISK, Teacher of Vocal Music.
d: take. summary, yet the spec
to-further-a
good
work,
in
this-city
walk and study of each-weyo-|-placeless than a week, aged 87 years, ‘Sister S. sought
The
course
of
studies
in
this
schcol
embraces
vengeance upon thens,uo
These sorcerers
n the streets.and alleys of London} togeth- of Edinbuxgh.” The effect of the sentence and found the Saviour at an early age, was: baprything necessary to fit one for college or a pracare EDloyedny persons who have
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was married and settled in the town of Weare,
ears that prior to marriage, the father had, N. H, In 1846, they moved into. Jefferson. Co.,
N. Yi, where the have since resided. She was

een a secret but confirmed. inebriate, and
when the facts became known to-the wom-

TRA

ane al

SAVE

Verses arginadmjssible.

Tist year of her age.

monstration of the nataral Jaw that the
child is a fair copy. of his parents. It ap-

oC

k Gem worth Reading !--A, Diamond: worth Seeing !

EvizaseTH
GIDDINGS, wife of Wm. Patch,
died in Watertown, N. Y., Jan. 2d, 1874, in the

telling the truth about

-

done in the best manner, at this Office.

Brevity is specially important, Not more than a
single square can*well be afforded to’ any single

next
day, and was not sent to the courts to obituary,
be gazed at through judicial spectacles: A
subsequent iny
n of the case proved

many murders and lesser offenses innumer-

able, he was arrested and

uaries published in the Morning Star, who do

excited, he would mutter and. reel; - The

accom-

believed to have committed

evinced sagacity and

story) bo by 4 on for three days, and arrived at a flat, well-wooded coast, avhich
they named Markland; ‘the shore for a
great distance was formed of a white

a ats ab

revealed . that!

ways acted like such n thing, He said that,
although in:
health, he had never been

ring the trial was, discreet, and his answers to the interrogations of the court

:

a

ant an a

able to walk
without staggering. His not patromze it, must accompany them with cash
speech- was not unlike that of persons in a equal to ten cents a line, to insure an insertion,
ecided state of" intoxication’; and, when

ignorant fellow-coun

the aed
hills of Sandwich Bay,
which bloom like a garden in the Summer

ba

wish to get rid of an obnoxious person,
The name of Cowpeer Karr, who was a
few years ago a
famous sorcerer
-in Martinique, will be remembered with detestation in the island. Alter Song carcef of

fied to exert

milton InlefS™ an

Mw

the hiss fortunate youth had been born a ngt-

times, of which the most remarkable is the
Antiguitates Americans, a sumptuous folio with an old negro. woman, his partner in
t; but although every one believed
publjshed by
fessor ‘Rafi for the Society of Norther Antiquaries. The story | omto be worthy of the severest punishmay
be very ‘shortly - paingiprized)
In ment, no one was found willingto =
they were’ final
thewoyage to Greenland a
ship's crew had evidence against them,ahd
from:
noticed land to the southwest, which some ly. released; witha recommendation
of the colonists determined to explore. thie Sour tobe careful as to: their fature
court-room they
Starting from Baffin’s Bay, they soon ‘came conduct. On leaving the crowd..of
whites
to an island bare of all vegetation, ‘‘and -passed througha.
assembled to witthere were great &now mountains up the ‘| and n egroes, who
Cowpger Karr, stopcountry, but all between them and the ness the trial; and
shore was a flat field of snow, 4nd it seem ping for a moment to face a group of citied a worthless,
place,” This
named zens, said, with slow and stern deliberaHelluland, or
Flat Country, and
litle inter- tion, “Look well at me now! Should I de-

discovery, if the modern, savants had not

20g

Upon protesting at the Tombs that he was]
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Jules Michelet, the author, is dead.

.The gale .off the Irish coast still ‘continues,
( ONGRESSIONAL.
| and the telegraph brings the report of the wreckOn Monday, in the Senate, Mr. Boutwell in- ing of the German barque Hercules and the loss
The American schooner
a bill to amend thé national banking of éleven of her crew.
troduced
act. A bill was passed compensating the East Hartsteinds also reportee ashore.
S
Advices from Japan state that the relations
Tennessee Univ ersity for the uge ofsit ground

a

discussed and

furthe

The bankrupt bill was

during the-war.

of amendments

number

T

betweerrthe government and the foreign

were

atof Hagar of California, elected to fill a vacancy,

was sworn in.

country.
Advices from

TIuthe House of Representatives

a large number of new bills were mtrodaced,
including private bills. A somewhat bitter pas
sage of words occurred between Messrs! Dawes
and Beck on the motion that Congress, adjourn
sine die on May 15, which, after a protracted

on

debate was referred to the committee
and means,’

broken up

ways

Ly

the

people, and secession

is

selvés away

members

The Italian barque Pucinella
the Irish coast, and twelve men
despatch from London says
Cardross sankk and many
of
lost.
’ Advices from Spain announce

“of the district investigation committee were finally fixed, and the consideration of the bankrupt

bill was resumed and after’ considerable discussion wus passed; 43 to-11. In the House of
Representatives, Mr. Butler made a personal

went ashore off
drowned; and a
that the barque
her crew’ were
that the

or three years of fruitless

and

by;

wild

ar

for

disappear

in a little

shallow

They

decay is greatly

priation bill was further discussed, and the bill,

in the United

with various amendments, was passed,
The
fortification bill was then taken up and recgiyed
a general discassion. A bill relating to con. tracts with the Indians was passed. Considerable progress was-made in the evening session.

acted, upon by

The new Joss hotse in San Francisco is approaching completion.
Workmen are engaged
in putting up interior ornaments.
The sacred
inclosure, in which the idols are placed,is nearly complete, the slabs bzaring allegorical figures,
in demi relievo, are” unpacked, and in. a few
weeks allthe big and little gods will fill their
places.
A ‘correspondent of The
description of ga pretty table
much struck lately with the
ful effect produced by simply

On Friday, Congress devoted itselfto a dja Ccussion of financial matters, aad the same w 8 done
on Saturday.

sent out

stump.

brown on

approach

their

MISCELLANEOUS.
is

The

leading

fur of this

the back, fawn-colored

nest

by

the way

of some

Literary

26to 7.

tion.

Jersey Senate, apcentennial celebrasy

Frenchmen

are

Such men fit about—now

very

€X-

ed by the idle flaneurs

who have.nothing to do
‘bit of gossip or

Tichborne literature is enriched by another colortial discovery. It is announced by an Austra-

An extensive raid was made by United States

lian paper that Mr. Brown, chemist in Hobart
Town, remembers having dressed a severe cut

troops,

Wednesday,

on

an-illigit

Barren Island, near New

distillery,

York,

on

aid $12,000

on Arthur
wound

worth of property was seized.

Orton’s

hand

left a cicatrix

across the palm.
which the

owner

The
would

the skin,

at Delmonico’s,

The Rev. Charles Kingsley, of England, arrived in New York, Wednesday.

$9 wages. Whereupon the lady presented a
counter bill for $12 for * instruction in general

to

death,

ural methods,

bright, beautiful

Monday,

en-

gaged, inflicting a probably fatal wound.
Jealousy was the cause.—A drunken man in Osgood,
Indiana, anurdéred his step-son,

books, each ore

The

haying a small

story is literally

the twe

most friendly character.

nations

are

of the

:

two

increasing.

Ia #helbyville, a stock company has

been formed to resist the liquor#ealers on legal
grounds,

A terrible aceladit is reported from Pofiadel.
¢ phia,
ht men were buried by a falling
building and horrilly mangled, one dying from
his injuries.
: Important correspondence has passed between
Generals Sherman

the Indian

and

difficulties.

Sheridan

in regard..to

The latler writes .con-

firming the recent outrages,- and

General

Sher-

man in reply authorizes him to begin active ope:
rations’ against the Indians.

~ Great destitution is reported among the: peo:

they

and powders which

would

face, but

not

they

only secure

a

would be bright
of the sur-

——ee——

beroglar virus is contained

account epenéd.

in

varying propor

tions in the milk of cows which are more or less

true, but it remains to be

diseased, and the scrofalosis, may occur in children born without tubercle, through
the milk
of an unhealthy mother or wet nurse,” In conclusion, the author expresses the view that the
virus is contained in the scrum of milk, ina

lieutenants - belonging” to

dissolved state, and that it is not destroyed by
boiling, which is ordinarily insufficient.
If these facts are not overstated, and they do
net seem to be so, what a dangerous article
musthe that which is measured
out in thousands of gallons daily, in all large eities, the
product of phthisical cows, fed on distillery
slops, and choked with foul odors!
The milk

of one tuberculous

cow

will eontaminate

that

of the whole dairy when mixed in the eans.
The propagation of typhoid fever by milk has
clared to be a high and valuable good, that its do- been only too clearly shown in London this

fense was often absolutely

by the! year, and not to’ lay to the charge of the same
manners and customs of the time, asf! of certain’ fluid the maintenance “of a part of the terrible
social positions.” The defense of the duel, an act prevalence of phthisic among us.— Medien! and
made penal by law, on the part of 4 clergyman, Surgical Reporter.
and on
before.

these

commanded

grounds, has

never been

heard of

The executors of the late Charles Dickens,
with the sancfion of the Dean and Chapter.of
Rochester, have just erected to his memory in
Rochester Cathedral a"bhandsome brass tablet on

the wall of the southwest transept, under the
monumentto Richard Watts, a local benefactor.
The tablet records the date
of the birth and

death of the deceased, that he is buried in Westminster Abbey, and that the tablet is erected ** to

by H. H. ‘Hay and Jobn
generally.
In

from

the outlets

:

The

by repairing broken farming tools yourself, instead of carrying them to a carpenter and paying a bigh priee for a job which, perhaps, you
could have done as well, if not better, yourself,
and at a cost of, Jess than one-quarter the price

The temperance movement

Ton

is spreading intd

med gouds 16ft about in the public highways, of clothing found on bodies taken to the

unel

tools ‘to he

used

early

in the spring,

d have then in prime order when the hurry
of spring work begins. Suppose you have a
broken
rake
away lay the

handle; instead of throwing 1t
head by, or if. you have an old

other States than Ohio, and reports of its sue, Morgue, of a great variety of spoils left in their
cessful operation ¥each us from Tadidad, Ken- dens by thieves avoiding the police, and of rel handle put that into a good head, and youn have
a whole rake that will last you as long as a new
* tucky and elsewhere.
.)
Br
A whole family fin Chicago were found on Sate

ics of French

prisoners

who

died

in Germany

urday under the influence, apparently, of same
. powerful poison, from which two had died and

and whose friends can not be found. There
are thousands of umbrellas, of course ; almost as
niany walking sticks, portemonnaies, baskets,

the rest seemed
in a dying condition, No
+ planation of the affair bas yet transpired,

whole collection’ realized 60,000 francs,

ex:

rings, bracelets and watclies.
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The sale of the
:

oil.
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GRAY,
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gas takes

place

from

from view.

And

against the

ravages

our

duce the opposite

and

escape

a source
Very

of

entirely

measures

of disease

effect by

law

‘can be

sewer
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DO.

to guard

too stringent, no in-
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Recipes.

and

molasses; u-tablespoonful

BE

of ginger, a tea-

one costing thirty cents.

If you break a pitch-

fork handle, don’t buy a whole new fork the
next time you go to town, but buy a handle and

putthe old tine into it, and you haveas good’
aforkas can be bought and for less than half
the cost of A new one,”

crust,

but

not

cream; sprinkle

too rieh;

then

generously

fill with

LOAF. CAkE.~One
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sweet

with fleur and su-

pound
flour,

sugar, one
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bejora, baking.

like,
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0
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&.Co., Portland, Maines
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the milk in the ‘sponge, at night, with some
flour; add the rest in the. morning, with a tea-
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iil is the best remed in the world for the. follow- 100
copies to oneo oddreis, $9.00 per Joos
|
Ing Somplains,
compl
viz. :
in the Limbs and Stoma
inthe Stomach; Bowels or Side, Rheuma- |
tism ATall its forms, Bilious Colic, Neuralgia Cholera, Dysentery, Colds Fresh Wounds, B
Any number above 50 at the same rate.
“Throat, Spi
' Gomplaints,'$
engb re . Any
number less than 50, 12 cents each copy.pet
Chills and on ly Purel Yegelah
> Sprains
and
Bru
ble and All-hea|
year, Payment in advance,
pi Internal
The papers will be discontinned at the e3pinsiion,
Siei alldruggists,
ow ALTodt for ‘of the timé for which they are paid. _ Each paper. is.
—

gar; cover with erust; bake quiekly, and you
have a pie fit for a king, “Fo be eaten when cold,
butter,
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country to sell TEA, or get up club
aprders, for the largest Tea Compan
4
in America.
Importer’a, prices an
inducements to Agents. Send for Circular.
Address, RUBERT WELLS, 4 Yooey Bt,N. ¥. P, O
Box, 1287,
3mé
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HE most
perfect NON-SPILLING INKSTAND
in the world.
Beautiful in design and Saien
Meets with universal favor. AGENTS WANTE
in every city and town in the United States. Tap
lars free. Sample sent by Jmail, prepaid, for 75
cents.
Address for terms, - .
J. W, FOLLETT & CO.,
1m7
157 Asylum St., HARTFORD, Conn,

the caulking is imperfect,
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¥ Ton.. a «14 00 24 00 Cloves. stars

into our blodd.

mechanic can not reach to thie side of the pipe
nearest to the wall, and as a natural.consequence |
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Ivison, Blakeman, Taylor & Co.,

settle, break the joints, and a new vent for the
efluvia of the sewet-is ready.
The upright soil pipe is usually of .iron.
To
economize in space, recesses are formed in the
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and lassitudg, is ill-prepared to resist the insidious attacks of the deadly malaria, and every
respiration fastens the poisonous fangs Jesper
Leakage in cellars from back water
arises,
when the street sewer can not carry off a sudden
inflax during heavy showers, or from the use
of vitrified clayor cement pipe in the cellar. Clay
or cement pipesyre in lengths of two feet; each
piece is provi
d with a bub, into which the
adjoining length is fitted with cement.
The material is thick in body and quite heavy,
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nigh protéction against the ravages of an enemy
forever lurking in every corner, Sscaping from
" A Great Offer | HORACE, | WATERS
SON
every crack.
Broadw:
Melod ve ns AP Or.
“ And the question of homse drainage and of dispose of 100
Tools for the Farm.
of first-class md
inclu
Waters’, at
| trapping is of such vital importance that it gans,
very low prices for cash, or pirt cash, and
:
¢
—
i
poe
should be intrusted only to men well-known
balance in small monthly instaliments. New %-octave
A. correspondent of the Farmer's Union for their experience and integrity. ~The Sani Mirst class Plunos
improvements, for
235 cash.
Warton Concerto Farlor
writes: “ There is no better way for djarmer tarian.
rgans are hi) most beautiful in style and
perfect
to invest a few dollars than by. buying tools for
one ever made. Illustrated Cumloguie mailed. 1y38
the farm.
Much tyme and expense can be saved
L

farming

Pugs recently ‘Witnesied a remdrkable sale of

in Beaver Meadow, Pa., on Saturday evening,
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FLOUR AND

A complete and
HOW PLANTS GROW.
charming elementary work. Brice $1.12.
and ‘Vegetable
BOTANY,
LESSONS IN
, to which is added a copious Dictiona
tan cal terms. Fully illnstrated. Price $1
Le en
BOOK. A most
SCHOOLAND FIELD
popular and comprehensive Schaol book. This
work in connection with * How Plants Grow,” suplies a complete course in Botany for Common
Eehools, Academies and Seminaries. 622 pages.
Price $2.50.
MANUAL OF BOTANY. For higher grades
ce $2.25
and Colleges. . 700 pages,

utensils introduced
for tlie preservation of our
health, for the prolongation of ‘our lives, fanning us into deeper slumbers like the wings of

the vampire.

*%o.

MORE EXTENSIVELY USED THAN ALL OTHER
TANICAL SERIES COMBINED.

emana-

of the

$

Medicine dealers

Fields

Prof.

tions from the drain, is frequently siphoned out.
The siphoning action “Wually takes place at
night.
;
‘When we are soundly wleep, cradled in fancied security, the impalpable
subtle
enemy,

arises

“

oY

|Whiting—coml .. @ 1} ..

8120

FISH.

Books,
Standard Text
BY

ice and usefulness. In each and every. ease the
principle involved remains the same, as they are

malariu,

W. ne

Rion
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[Pans

Extra Superfine. «818

BOTANY.

sufficient to earry off all

agaiust the baneful

the

Ponhouse

diameter, and supplied with traps. And of these
traps I propose to speak now, as they are a prolific source of danger in .our present system of
house drainage. The respective technical names
of these traps, or the material of which they are
manufactured, does not-affect their actual serv-

er part of the trap

.
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conmect, his memory with the scenes in which
ple living along the route of the New. Jersey his earliest and his latest years were passed, and paid for the work, There are many days of leis- spoonful of soda dissolved in a very little- water;
Southern Railroad, as a consequence of the re- with the associations of Rochester Uithiedral and ure in the early part of the winter that'you can ‘a pinch of salt, mix stiff, roll thin, °
to the overhauling
and repairing of the CERAM PIR~Cover the pie-tin-with a good
cent striBe <of the employes of theroad, =
Hits neighborhood; which extatfed- overalls] | devote

A miner named Neil MeBride was murdered life.”

Cotton Flannel.

we,
Almonds’

land, and retail by
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ber of medicines have been advertised,
tried, proved worthless, and will'soon be
forgotten, while the European Cough

they

Dr. Klebs asserts that the milk of tubercular
cows brings tuberculosis in various animals. The
affection generally commences with
intestinal
catarrh, followed by tuberculization of thé mesenteric gangalia, the liver and spleen, and ending in extensive military tuberculosis of the
thoracic organs.
Infection
by means of the
milk may be without result in vigorous organ19ms; and the author has even seen full formed
tbercles resorb and disappear through cicatrization. Tt is likely, adds Dr. Klebs, that the tu-

the regiment in Garrison at that fortress. @ie
The local optioff bill has been defeated in the of them was shot through the head, and died on
New York legislature.
the spot. . He was. buried with all military honors, three generals, all the officers of the garriIn an iron foundry in Jokpstos, Pa,, sixteen
- men were seriously burned by the capsizing of a gon, and a large concourse of people being prespot of molten aetal, and it is thought that one ent. The chaplain of the division preached the
funeral sermon, in which he said, among other
will die.
things, * that homer was also by Christianity de-/

The interest in the temperance movement in
Ohio, is reported to be unabated and its power

fluids

Ld

told that on the day after Christmas those seventy-eight accounts were drawn, those seventyeight pass-books sold for old paper, and seventy-

Baden, between

ground

A

Bands pia
dees. O18es 10

Modlin

has been before the Public, a large num-

all connected with waste pipes of corresponding

Increase of Tubercle by Milk.

Secretary Fish emphatically denies the state- ment of the Paris Patrie that sharp words have eight newshoys might have been seen at the thepassed between the German government and ater that evening.
our own, affirming, on the contrary, that the.
A short time ago a duel took place at Rastadt,

relations between

geining

and not” simply on a small portion
fage.~Dio Lewis in To-Day.

housework,” and Biddy"is left to9 got “her satisThere is a strong probability that the bill jinfaction as best she can.
troduced in Congress, providing for the redisA local journal recently contained a statement
tribution of the national bank eurrency, will beto the effect that seventy-eight. newsboys of Income a law.
.
dianapolis were on Christmas day presented by
A youth of 17 years in Salem county, New Jer- some staid old citizens with savings-bank pass-

sey, Tuesday, shot the girl to whom he was

is’

NY)

wn
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Corn

waste water and refuse. The numerous wash
stands, water-closets, bath-tubs, sinks, etc., are

and happy from top to toe, all the way through,

dy has, ‘ servantgalism” would be less rampant.

while engaged at the bottom of a well.

town, Pa., were smothered

impression
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European Cough Remedy

Sod. wholesale by Geo. C. Goodwin

.

COTTON.

.»

in hopeless Consumption, have been cured

frescoes and fine paintings. Articles
flowers and books, add their charms

and cellar appear quite

~"»

>

25 o @2600 |POTtoRico......35

Ordinary.seees

Remedy, on its own merits, has become a

Draining.

the cleanliness which is next to godliness.
derous looking stacks of pipes through

would do as a Brooklyn la-

Taking a green, newly-arrived girl, who agreed
to work for a certain time without wages,in ¢onsideration of being instructed in domestic duties,
she was surprised at the end of the month, by
the departure of the servant, and a demand for

It cures

TWENTY

that Clarke’s

calculated. to retain a quantity of water in the
lower part/ acting thereby as a cut-off for the
poisonous sewer
gases. These traps are
spt
employ to improve their complexions.
to be choked, and to form a new source of danWhat
a gain it would be every way if they |
ger by accumulation of 1ilth or by accidental obwould keep their faces clear and bright by frequent bathing, exercise, sunshine, and pure struction. Ashes and garbage, broken glass and
crockery, rags, paper, are but too frequently
air} -As things now go, they are not what they
found on examining a choked trap or drain.
seem; but if they would depénd upon the nat
The water, the supposed “protector in the low-

was writien ¢* Bon Voyage.”

Two men employed in a rolling mill in Allen-

Thé

originate in the

flag was run up to the masthead, upon which
If all housekeepers

DURING

year-

to provide us with light and air, An ample supply of good water furnishes us the facilities for

among medical men that a certain class of nervous: affections, too common among our girls,

a few days ago, given in honor of a gentlemanon
the eve of sailing for Europe, the center floral
Henry, the defaulting clerk in the Lynchburg,
ornament of the table was a full 'barque-rigged
Va., internal revenue office is arrested.
steamer composed entirely of rosebuds, with the
The Boston school committee, at the meetifig | exception of the sails, which were of white sat‘Wednesday evening, refused by a large majority in, and the funnel, which was of red pasteboard,
to reconsider the vote by which the seats of the in imitation of the Cunard Line. As the dinner
terminated, a tiny bell sounded on deck and a
lady“ members were declared vacant, .

ond, Va., has proved a heavy defaulter, and
upon his detection he endeavored to commit
suigide, inflicting injuries en himself which may
prove fatal.

House

1874,

Pictot.essese.0 00 @ 0 00
‘OJL.
8 508 9 00 Olive, ¥ gal 1 20
Anthraci io

tive influence. Virulent blood poisons that lurk
in the;system are by it robbed of their terrors,

tozour happy homes.
Large plate glass windows, ventilatoré and high chimneys are there,

poisoned us, doing a'great deal of harm to the
brain and nervous system.
These preparations
were generally less poisonous than the complexion fluids are, but were taken into the system in the same way, by absorption through

' day.

'W. D. Coleman, clerk of public works in Rich-

beautiful
of virtu,

much smooth-

a few years since haveXgone out of fashion. They

of both parties in Victoria.

At an English breakfast party

How ir-

Almost

COAL,

by from one to six bottles of the European:
BR
Cough
Remedy. Itis,in fact, the best
[ Disease and grim death stalk through our fine
dwelling-houses,
disease and grim
death of _medicine
known for coughs of every deour own making.
With utter neglect of the|
scription,
and consumption in _ all its
first principles
of sanitary science, we
rear
stages. It should be kept in every fambrown-stone mansions and entire blocks of costIv houses. We boast of the architectural beauily, as a few doses taken in time, pay
ty of our streets and squares; we surpass-older
save from a long sickness or premature
nations in the comforts, conveniences, and handy
arrangements for housckeeping. Our parlors are
death.
*

man skin. We: all rejoice that the hair preparationsso generally employed to color the hair

carry to his grave. Notice of this eleventh-hour
disclosure is said to have been given to the agents

The Hon. Henry B. Harrison of New Haven
‘was nominated for gevernor of Cennecticut by
the republican State convention, and the Hon.
John T. Wait for lieutenant-governor, Wednes _

attracts moisture.

Defec tive

which I have examined , ‘is fit to rub on the hu-

scaadal

intercollegiate

fact,
it can

upon.

88

Standard Medicine throughout the counvation as well,with flat eulture to insure success.
try, increasing in popularity from year
So I think, and as I can easily grow from 50 to
to year. That it has made most wonder70 bushels of shelled corn,
without manure,
where I could once grow not more than 30 or
ful cures, no one will deny. ‘Hundreds of
40,* therefore, I hold that so far as shallow plowpersons, who for months had been emaing is concerned, I have reason for the faith|
ciated by coughing, night sweats . and
that is in me.
~~
raising of blood, who were thought to be

—

but the skin of their faces seems

at the Hague, now at

but _talk.over the last

In

ly weeare afflicted with a drought in this sec-

er than that of* boys. This difference, it is fair to
presume, comes of the bottles and boxes found at
the apothecary’s.
I have read, and you have
all read, of the analysis which careful chemists
have made of a great number of these preparations, and in this way we have learned that
they are poisonous.
Arseni¢ is'a very common
ingredient. Not one of them, the analysis of

cosmopolitan.

The students of Harvard College have voted’ connécted with any public personage.
not to participate in the proposed
literary contest.

to

Brussels or Florence or Madrid, or Edinburgh,
and wherever they go they are at once surround-

:

A glycerine factory in Whitehall,
ploded Monday, killing two men.

continued

for weeks together.

Discovery

the common pimple, blotch or eruption.
Great
eating wicers kindly heal under its mighty cura-

Iasked a druggist what particular article or
line of goods Lie sold most of. He replied, w ithout hesitation, * Compounds for improving the
complexion.”
The number of these preparations is surprising; they must be generally employed.
I have
noticed that while nine girls out
ten have a
singularly smooth, perfect skin upon their face,
the doctor is constantly consulted with reference
to roughness and eruptions on other parts of the | furnished with elegant and costly carpets, with
artistic furniture.
Our walls are decorated with
body. Girls are not generally as healthy as boys,

Each grain

Medical

the article needed.

where it can be’ immediately

tion sometimes early in the season, and some-’
times later, but usually in May or June, and it
is wonderful to. see how corn grown on a sod
plowed as above indicated will endure continued
heat withiout rain, Letno one infer from the
above, however, that success in the production
of corn depends altogether on the'depth at which
we plow. There must be thorough afler culti-

Complexion.
——

M. Taine is almost as familiar with the Strand
as’ with any bouley ard.
M. Renan steps off a
yacht, takes up a’run to London, and the London papers don’t think it worthy a paragraph.

The Mass. State Senate has voted to rescind
the Sumner resolution of 1872, the vote standing
A bill has passed the New
propriating. $100,000 for the

the fading ones

The

Some have doubtless seen this pretty table ornament, but to me it was new, and perhaps would
be 80 to many others.”

&

fame

bright green leaflets, and

replenish

is pre-eminently

decomposing,

a birch

trance'in the side,~ Old and New.

Garden gives this
ornament: * I was
wonderfully beautiplacing a handful

of heads of wheat in a vase of water.

purpose Dr. Pierce’s Golden

every kind of humor from the worst scrofula to

atmesphere,

15 Cuba, Clay ode.

0.

The liver is the great depurating or blood | Henry

rational, then, to plow so deep as virtually to
embalm the sod!
A lightly inverted sod renders

uniphabited gray squirrelis nest, usimgsome of
the overhanging oak branches of which it was
largely built, as material for their roof. The
nest was in a pine, but, the mice approached
home by way of a small oak standing near, the
bark-on this being worn off by the marks of
their tiny claws.
Frequently these mice use the
nest of the cat-bird asa store-house, filling it
with hazel-nuts, and then covering it over with
strips of cedar bark, leaving only a small ev”

in. Beftium, eight

the

8.

cleansing organ of the system.
Set the great
housekeeper of our health at work, and the foul
corruptions which gender in the blood and rot
out, as it were, the machinery of life, are gradually » expelled from the
system. For this

placing the sod

by

PRICES

pidge

MOMS: venues

The “Housekeeper” of our Health.

Now a sod con-

not decay until it is thus acted

the same liquid beauty a deer’s eye possesses,

and one-half; in Holland, ten and one-half.

On Thursday, in the Senate, the national bank
circulation bill was considered, the discussion
being characterized as of unusual interest.
In
the House.of Representdtives, the great feature
was the speech of Mr. Dawes on the state of the
national Treasury, the subject being brought up
in the course of the considerationjof the fortification bill, which was passed.
-

Dr.J. H. Schenck of patent medicine
dead.

States, seven;

those

they

nation-

According to a recent statement, the people of
Holland are the largest consumers of coffee in
the world, and next to them the Belgians. In
England the anoual consumption of coffee by
each person is one and one-eighth pounds; in
France, two and one-half; in Germany, four; in
Denmark, five and one-half; in Switzerland, six;

to produce

accelerated

near the surfice,

tree other than the one they have their nest in:
bill was again taken up and discussed, without
accidents to brakeman of freight, trains, and You will see them run up a tree at some little
action.
claims to have invented an automatic car-coupler ‘distance, and then jump from - branch to branch
On Wednesday, in the Senate, the bill for the which dispenses with the necessity of men get= and tree to tsee, often making long leaps, until
redistribution of the national batik circulation ting between the cars,
they finally reach home.
geme up in regular order and was discussed at
One season thése mice built a nest against an

great length. An amendment was offered by
Mr. Merrimon of North Carolina, substituting
seventy-five million for twenty-five
as the
amount of circal lation to be taken from the eastern States, but no action was reached on it. In
the House of Representatives the army appro-

tend

ny :

Sperm... ceanaainadl

Put but-

One peculiarity with these mice, and the
same is true of a red squirrel, is that, as a rule,

beside

mouse is dark

of the First National Bank

sod

tains elements of “great fertility; but a chemical
change must take place. It must pn
before
it can become available as plant food; and this

on the sides, and white on the under parts. The
eyes are very large for so small a creature, with

in regard to certain newspaper al troops have defeated 2000§Carlists before Toexplanation
charges against him. A bill was passed pre- losa, and revictualled the city.
scribing a new oath for postmaster. An investi‘gation intp the Aflirs
Paragraphs.’
in Washington was au orized, and the bankrupt| ,
A Western man is trying to prevent £0 many

plowed

DLE

Cannel...

ter on the
upper side, and eat in five minutes after cooking.—More steak 'is spoiled by
slow cooking than by any other fault,

and by a persevering and somewhat protracted
the soil light and porous, and is retentive of use of it, the most tainted system may be commoisture; besides, it acts as a mulch, not only “pletely renovated and built up anew.
Enlarged
retaining and thus preventing the escape,
of | glands, tumors and swellings dwindle away and
many useful gases, but actually extracting moistdisappear under thelinfluence of this great resolvure from the earth beneath as well as from the ent, It is sold by all Druggists,
surrounding atmosphere, I believe that it is an aE SS SEES ERIE SH IE EEE
Ta
i I
ucdisputed fact that all vegetable matter, when

down

For
oq

Use a wire broiler

lump of butter melted in the bottom.

why should
I not? for does not a

ble to dir, heat and moisture.

the second

entry-way

efforts, that I could

conditions_ (cultivation,
and other things being
equal) which are most favorable to the production of a goodscrop of corn?
Those conditions include
a fertile soil, which
should be light and porous, and ‘easily’ penetra-

1100k at them more closely, all the three terrorstricken creatures jump to the snow below aud
quickly

And

table,
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1 possibly could on ong plowed to twice that

depth.

so we

vith fear.

The

head

it on the other. If fyt drops and blazes, throw

raise from oné-half to one-third more corn on
a sod plowed from three to four inches deep

cling to the limbs, trembling
dnd gazing anxiously about them, not daring -to move forward
or back agam.
As we pull the limb down to

and

it is feared much loss of life.

mosg

theay-time,

hurrying

time out they scramble,

Schleswig-Holstein, Denmark, flooding the counproperty,

home in

no breath of wind

*The recent storm on the Baltic Sea has had the

to

from

comes from

if you can get one. Have a‘ hot fire, and when
it is crisped on one side: turn it. over and crisp

‘the, same as that of the writer above referred
to; for I found by sad experience, after two

shall probably find them, in this nest. The first
time we shake the branch it only. brings down
a shower of snow ; but these little mice, 50 cos
ly housed, know thé movement was caused by

effect of breaking down the dykes on the coast of
try, causing immense damage

green

STEAX.~This

ready to be set on the

I thoroughly

sifted this. subject, to my entire satisfaction, séveral years since, and my. conclusions were about

strips ¢of cedar bark, using pine for ‘the
inside
and coarser strips outside; the whole making a
structure about the size of a small foot-ball, The
entraneh was a’small hole in the side leading on
the branch, most perfectly ‘concealed,
These timid creatures dare not trust them-

low fever continues unabated in Rio and the
Ayres, and that
cholera i¢ raging in Buenos
thousands have fled from these cities.

cussion on the question of allowing the New
England. banks to retain their circulation, "A
bill was introduced to remove the political disabilities of Raphael Semmes, and a bill for the

The

a

‘thréatened.
The news from South America is that the yel-

the «bank circulation in the State of Rhode
Island, which was she occasion of a general dis-

passed.

that

soft

COOKING

quarters and may be considered as near, Anfallibility as human nature can attain, First get
tendér steak; no matter what itis from, so it

.

in (advocacy of shallow plowing.

little mice made their. winter fiome in it, lining
it over "with

or Shallow Plowing,

A correspondént to the Country Gentleman,
writing from Pennsylvania, says: «=
is'tender; let it he three-fourths of an inch thick.
I was pleased to, see so intelligent a writer|
as your Ohio correspondent’ taking up the pen /Cook it at the last moment when every dishis

of its branches; and, whep-the fal? came, these

| and roofing

18, 1874...

Ra

prints of the mice.
Last summer a-blue jay
built her nest of small sticks and’roots on one

minis-

Columbia state

Deep

Under the tree are again to be seen the foot-

disagreement has arisen between the ministry
and the people on the question of submitting the
terms of confederation to the latter. The feeling
runs $0 strong that-a-session of the House was

On Tuesday; in the Senate, Senator Anthony
presented a memorial from citizens of Providence remonstrating against any reduction of

| relief
of Dr. Jarvis was’

British
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‘Mice in a Bird's Nest.

The
ters are becoming more ‘inharmonious,
overnment still resists the plans for opening the

Sen-

offered, but not much progress was made:
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